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ABSTRACT

In this research two different types of remote hybrid power systems are designed using

solar, wind and diesel power sources. In both designs load and renewable resources data

of an isolated site in St.John's, Newfoundland Canada is considered. The sizing and

steady-state performance of the systems are analyzed by the HOMER software tool.

While maintaining the same renewable fraction a comparison is made between an AC

coupled and a DC coupled hybrid power systems. In first case a 100% AC load is

considered. Most of the load in North America is heating type of load, so for the second

case a 70% DC and a 30 % AC load is considered. Detailed comparison indicates that the

DC coupled hybrid system is better than the AC Coupled hybrid system. Comparison is

made based on diesel saving, component required, system cost and environmental impact.

The dynamic and transient analysis of two hybrid systems are analyzed by using the

Matlab/Simulink software tool. Each component is individually simulated in Simulink,

and then the models are combined to form a system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

As the world population grows, energy consumption is increasing. One of the major

challenges for the world's future is linked to the continuous supply of energy. Global

energy demand is continuously increasing. Billions of people who live in rural and remote

places or small islands around the world do not have access to an electricity grid. It is not

economical to connect to the national grid, especially in the developing countries [I]. To

supply electricity to the people of remote areas, stand-alone power systems are used. A

stand-alone system becomes economical at some point depending upon the size of load

and the distance to the national grid [2]. A stand-alone system can have lower investment

costs due to the reduced infrastructure requirements.

The majority of stand-alone power systems use diesel generators. There are

increasing economic and environmental problems with dependence upon this fossil fuel

resource [29]. In addition, the population of the world grows more than the average 2% a

year and the need for energy is increasing. The richest 25% of world's population

consumes 75% of the world's energy supply [I]. The uses of energy are related to global

wanlling and the use of fossil fuels is not environmentally safe. It causes many

environmental problems such as air pollution by carbon emission. A better solution is to

use renewable energy resources and technologies [3]. Using renewable energy may have

I



a higher cost/kWh but it will be compensated for by the reduction or even the absence of

expenditure on fuel.

At any rate, future environmental constraints will require a massive exploitation of

solar energy, in all its conventional and new forms, namely: biomass, thermal energy, and

photovoltaic energy. The expansion process of renewable electricity is deemed to have

an important and growing shave of power markets, starting from the present situation of

remote village electrification, roof-top applications and grid-tied suppOliing and peaking

systems until reaching the bulk power market. Renewable electricity is judged to be a real

energy option, capable of supplying a significant contribution to the energy balance and,

as a consequence, of mitigating the environmental crisis. However it is not possible to use

only renewable energy to produce electricity. Solar energy, wind energy, hydro energy

etc. are mainly used as renewable energy; but the wind, sun and tide etc. cannot produce

the same amount of energy for the whole year. Because the use of this renewable energy

will not give continuous power, the use of a hybrid power system gives the best

perfon11ance.

1.2 Hybrid Power System

A hybrid energy system usually consists of two or more energy sources combined to

provide increased system efficiency as well as greater balance in the energy supply. A

hybrid system may be a combination of renewable sources and non-renewable sources.

Many hybrid systems are stand-alone systems, which operate off-grid, not connected to

an electricity distribution system. For the times when neither the wind nor the solar

system are producing, most hybrid systems provide power through batteries and/or an



engine generator powered by conventional fuels, such as diesel. If the batteries run low,

the engine generator can provide power and recharge the batteries. Figure 1.1 shows an

example of a hybrid power system [32]

Hybrid Power Systems
Combine multiple sources to deliver non-inte«nittent
electric power

Mt..

2~/)~ PV

Figurc 1.1: Hybrid PowcrSyslcml321

Hybrid energy systems often yield greater economic and environmental returns than

wind, solar, geothermal or tri-generation stand-alone systems by themselves.

Potential hybrid combinations include generators (e.g. fuel cells that use hydrogen; and

natural gas-powered turbines, micro-turbines, and diesel engines) that work in

conjunction with renewable energy (e.g. solar concentrators, photovoltaic, wind turbines,

or geothennal technologies). The cost and environmental advantages of these advanced

power generation technologies can be improved by using "opportunity" fuels, such as

bio-generated gases and biomass, to supplement or replace conventional natural gas.



The Center for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (CEERE) of University of

Massachusetts Amherst describes hybrid power systems as a way to provide power to the

many remote communities in the developing world where the costs for large-scale

expansion of electrical grids are prohibitive and the transp0l1ation costs of diesel fuel are

also very high. The use of renewable power generation systems reduces the use of

expensive fuels, allows for the cleaner generation of electrical power and also improves

the standard of living for many people in remote areas.

Hybrid energy systems can be used in commercial power parks, industrial plants,

renewable energy integrated buildings and remote (off-grid) power sites. Hybrid power

systems can also provide electricity to a national grid. The hybrid system reduces fuel

consumption, as well as the need for diesel storage 16]. Hybrid systems can be designed

to maximize the use of renewables, resulting in a system with lower emissions than those

of traditional fossil fuel technologies.

There are various different options for constructing hybrid systems. Mainly two

system types are distinguished. They are the DC coupled hybrid power systems and the

AC coupled hybrid systems. In the DC coupled hybrid power systems, various power

sources and storage is connected on the DC side, while in the AC coupled hybrid systems

the connection ison the AC side [32].

1.2.1 DC Coupled Hybrid Systems

Nowadays DC coupled hybrid systems are used mostly for smaller hybrid systems,

depending on various external parameters. In these kinds of systems, all the AC energy



sources such as wind generators and genset outputs are rectified to DC and coupled at a

battery. Figure 1.2 shows an example of the DC coupled hybrid power system [32].

Figurel.2: DC Coupled Hybrid power System (321

DC consumers are also coupled to the DC side whereas AC consumers are

connected through the converters. The power range for DC coupled hybrid system is

extremely broad and can be used cost-effectively for various off-grid applications [33].

The design of the stand-alone system evolves with a growing power demand. If a larger

power or energy demand is to be satisfied and cannot be met in a cost-effective manner

by PY only, several generators must be implemented in the system. Additional generators

are typically wind, hydro or diesel generators. Introducing additional components can

thus lower the overall electricity costs but also increase the need for energy management

and maintenance skills. Energy management considers the profile of electricity generation

from PY or other renewable energy sources, the battery characteristics and the profile of



energy demand of the appliances. To optimize energy and battery management

economically, prediction for the fluctuating sources (PV, wind, and hydro) can be helpful

[33]. The appliances can either be DC or AC. In the latter case, an inverter is used to

provideACelectricity.

1.2.2 AC Coupled Hybrid Systems

In general, when systems increase in size they are implemented as an AC coupled hybrid

system. AC-coupled hybrid power systems are either centralized or decentralized. An

AC-coupled hybrid power system is centralized when all the energy conversion systems

(ECSs) constituting it are connected to a main AC-bus before being connected to the grid.

An AC-coupled HPS is decentralized when the different ECSs constituting it are not

connected to a main AC-bus; otherwise, some or all of them are individually connected to

the grid. Figure 1.3 shows an example of a centralized AC coupled hybrid power system

[32].

c

Battery 3
Backup

ystelTl

Figure 1.3: Centralized AC coupled hybrid power system. [32]
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1.3 Related Works

Before designing an AC coupled hybrid power system and a DC coupled hybrid couple

system, several works are reviewed. According to past research work, in the last few

years the advantages and disadvantages of the individual network have been worked out

and compared very carefully. The complete literature review has been split into several

parts. Recent research works related to AC based systems, DC based systems,

optimization methods of hybrid power systems, certain control mechanisms, and wind

energy conversion systems have been reviewed carefully in this section. Some of the

related recent research works will be highlighted next.

1.3.1 DC Distribution System

In [3,4] it is said the DC coupled distributed system has more advantages such as

providing a high power quality, the least expensive extendibility and maintainability over

an AC coupled distributed system. In [3] a low voltage DC isolated network is proposed

as an alternative to an AC network. The network is fed with distributed generation from

renewable sources and cogeneration units. To keep the voltage within a defined range and

to ensure the required power flow, the sources are connected to the network via DC/DC

conveliers. The program PSCAD/EMTDC which includes the basic component of power

electronics was used to carry out the digital simulation. The simulation analysis shows

that it is possible to operate a DC network with standard elements used for the generation

side as well as for the consumption side. According to this paper [3] control of a DC

network is much easier, and isolated DC networks with distributed generation from a



renewable source could be one of the promising altel11atives for the electrification of a

developing country. The presented comparison concludes that the DC voltage has several

technical and economic advantages over AC voltage but the authors [3] made the

comparison for a few aspects, not overall.

In [5], a DC isolated network which is fed by PY unit, to supply unbalanced AC loads

is demonstrated. Here the battery and the PY units are connected to the DC network via

DCIDC convelier. The battery is used to control the network voltage and optimize the

operation of the PY generation units, and the PY units ensure the required power flow.

The unbalanced AC loads are connected to the DC network via its own DCIAC converter.

The simulation results using PSCAD/EMTDC software in this paper [5] show that a DC

network with distributed generation is very realistic, and can supply the unbalanced AC

load with balanced voltages. Finally, it can be said that the isolated DC network with

distributed generation from renewable sources could be one of the most promising

alternatives for supplying stand-alone loads.

In order to increase the penetration of renewable energy into a stand-alone power

system a DC interconnection has been developed, with the load and generators connected

through power electronic conveliers [12]. The main aim of this project was to implement

and demonstrate such a renewable energy based power system, supplying a domestic

dwelling. The equipment installed at West Beacon farm was connected through power

electronic conveliers to a DC bus bar and loads supplied from this through a power

electronic inverter. Power electronic converters separate the voltage and frequency

requirements of the devices and give a reasonable power quality to the load.



1.3.2 Optimization Methods of the Hybrid Power System

For power generation in an optimal sustainable island scheme, it is possible to ensure

the use of 100% renewable energy resources [6]. It is a scheme that ensures a self

fulfilling energy system based on indigenous renewable re ources. This paper presents a

plan for a renewable-based energy system to fulfill the electric needs of Karpathos Island,

Greece, by replacing the existing diesel generator with new wind farms, photovoltaic

installations and hydrogen production systems. Here hydrogen production covers storage

and transportation needs. HOMER, NREL's "Micro power Optimization model" was

considered in planning the energy systems. First they made a plan using 20% renewable

energy. After that they developed a 100% renewable layout. In this paper [6] they also

calculated the carbon emission and it is found that 20% renewable energy system scheme

would shave off 3500t CO2 compared to present values. The 100% renewable energy

system is a diesel-free scheme and evidently produces zero emissions. This design [6]

ensures that it is possible to use 100% renewable energy for power production, and the

use of 100% renewable energy is environmental friendly due to 0 % carbon emission.

A Wind-PY-Fuel Cell based hybrid power system is simulated for optimization in

HOMER in [14]. The authors also designed a control scheme of power flow. The results

showed that the fractions of power generation from PY array, WT and the FC system

were 29.29%,70.15% and 0.56%. Unmet load and capacity sh0I1age are expected to be as

low as possible for a well designed system and the values found fi·om their design were

only 254kWh/yr and 368 kWh/yr.



The main problem of the renewable energy source is that it cannot cover the demand

completely because of its dependency on weather patterns. Adding a storage component

solves this problem significantly [7]. In this paper [7] the optimal sizing of a wind-fuel

cell hybrid system is considered. The main aim was to minimize the total cost of the

system such that the demand was met. They considered three situations: generation meets

the demand, over generation and over demand for the system. The particle Swaml

Optimization (PSO) algorithm was used for optimal sizing of the system"s components.

In simulation they used weekly mean input data. The data are the wind velocity and the

demand in every hour in a day. The average of the input data in each hour is calculated

during a week. The PSO algorithm is initialized with two random vectors XO, X I which

are the size of the system. They calculated the objective function in XO, XI and chose one

of them. In each iteration, the objective function is determined for each particle and is

compared with the previous values. Thus, the best position of each particle is evaluated.

This method is not dependent on the system costs; it also depends on the perfomlance of

the system. That is, if the obtained sizes do not satisfy the constraints, they are not

selected as optimum sizes. Optimum sizing and adding storage elements are the

important things for designing a hybrid power system [7].

Different methodologies for optimal sizing of the stand-alone system are presented

in different papers [9, 10, and II]. In [9] the authors proposed a methodology which

suggests using commercially available devices for their design. This methodology [9]

determined the optimal number and type of units for stand-alone photovoltaic/wind

generator systems. It ensures that the 20-year round total system cost is minimized,
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subject to the constraint that the load energy requirements are completely covered.

Genetic algorithms (GA) are used to implement the cost function minimization and these

algorithms have the ability to attain the global optimum with relative computational

simplicity. The results [9] that they have obtained from simulation verify that hybrid

PY/WG systems feature a lower system cost compared to the cases where either

exclusively WG or exclusively PY sources are used. In their proposed optimal sizing

methodology [9], first they examined whether a system configuration, comprising a

celiain number of system devices and installation details, fulfills the load power supply

requirements during the year. The authors [9] used the hourly mean values of ambient

temperature and wind speed and the consumed power requirements for a one year time

period. In the second step authors [9] employed GAs method, which dynamically

searches for the system configuration, which, subject to the criterion set in the first step,

minimizes the system total cost. For each combination of system device types [9], the

optimal sizing procedure is perfonl1ed computing the corresponding optimal total system

cost and devices configuration. After all device type combinations have been optimally

sized, the combination with the lowest cost and the corresponding devices mixture are

displayed as the overall optimal system configuration. The methodology used here is

perfect for optimal sizing of the hybrid power system where either exclusively WG or

exclusively PY sources are used.

A multi objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) and genetic algorithm (GA) have

been used for a triple multi-objective design of isolated hybrid power systems [10].

Using these algorithms [10] the authors simultaneously tried to minimize the total cost of
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the installation, pollutant emissions (C02), and unmet load [10]. They designed a

complex PV-Wind-diesel-hydrogen battery system. One of the most important

characteristics of the MOEA algorithm is the concept of Pareto Optimality [II]. As a

result of the optimization process, a set of possible solutions is obtained after a searching

process, and thus, the objectives involved in the design are evaluated independently.

From the obtained solutions, the designer can choose which are more appropriate

depending on the values of the objectives considered. This complex PV-Wind-diesel

hydrogen battery system [II] is a good one, considering the total cost throughout the

useful life of the installation, pollutant emissions (C02), and unmet load.

1.3.3 Operation and Performance of Hybrid Power System

The perfonnance of the hybrid energy storage system was investigated with a model

comprising a photovoltaic electric generation system with combined hydrogen and battery

storage [13]. In this work a comparison was made between a battery and a hydrogen

based storage system. System perfomlance with individual and combined storage

technique has also been illustrated. A battery state of charge (SOC) and a neural-net ( N)

based control system have been adopted in this research. The control system was

programmed to use system resources more efficiently by adjusting the energy store

strategy with the variation in power demand and production. It has been proved that

combining a battery with hydrogen energy storage in the proposed system using NN

control can significantly reduce the storage cost even lower than either a hydrogen only

or battery only storage device.
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Available power from PY energy sources is highly dependent on environmental

conditions. To overcome this deficiency of the PY technology a new topology PY system

with the fuel cell/ultra-capacitor system is integrated [8]. In this system, dUIing adequate

insolation, the PY system feeds the electrolyzer to produce hydrogen for future use and

transfers energy to the load side. This work is mainly for the hybridization of alternate

energy sources with fuel cell (FC) systems using long and short-tern1 storage strategies

with appropriate power controllers. Whenever the PY system cannot completely meet the

load demands, the FC system provides power to meet the remaining load. If the load

demand exceeds the limits of FC capability, the UC bank meets the load demand.

Primarily, a dynamic model is proposed for a PY/ FC/ UC hybrid power generation

system. The model is developed and used in the Matlab/Simulink/Simpower Systems

environment, based on the mathematical and electrical models developed for the propo ed

system. This design is a better choice as the availability of solar energy in not the same

for the whole year.

More research is being executed in wind-diesel hybrid systems due to the high

energy conversion efficiency and low installation and operational ($/kWh) cost. In [15]

the authors have worked on the decentralized controllers to reduce the fluctuation of

frequency and terminal voltage. In the proposed system a 20 MW diesel generator and a 4

MW WT supply power to a 10 MW load. The authors modeled a centralized controller

beside of decentralized controllers and showed that when the communication delay is

ignored, both the controllers provide the same stability to the system. However, in another
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instance, an 18ms time delay was considered for a centralized controller, resulting in an

unstable condition. The voltage exceeded the maximum allowable range (5%) and the

frequency also lost its consistency. Since the decentralized controllers had been placed

near each facility, there was no time delay for them, and they retained stability.

In [16] a Fuzzy Logic controller based wind-solar-hydrogen-battery based hybrid

power system has been proposed. The first objective of the work was the reduction of

energy transfer from the shoJi-term storage (battery) to long-term storage (hydrogen) or

vice versa, and the second was limiting the use of batteries. The input variables of the

FLC are the net power flow and battery state of charge (SOC), and the output variable is

the power set point. The FLC is designed in such a way that when the output is positive,

the set point is sent to the boost converter causing the fuel cell to start. On the other hand,

when the output is negative, the set point is sent to the buck converter to start the

electrolyzer. The simulation results [16] described that the FLC was functioning well by

switching the electrolyzer and fuel cell appropriately and keeping the SOC of battery

more than 50 % all the time.

A small 500 W wind/fuel cell hybrid energy system has been presented in [17].

Dynamic modeling of wind turbine, Proton exchange Membrane Fuel cell (PEMFC) and

Electrolyzer have been presented in this paper [17]. The system responses have been

analyzed by employing different loads and wind speeds. The Voltage variations found

from the simulation results of this 48 V system is high (43 V- 65 V). The transient's

duration of the system is between I to 5 s and in most of the transient situations system

behaves like an over damped system.
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Another thought has come out in [18] regarding the generation of the hybrid power

system. Besides modeling the WT, FC, UC, electrolyzer and hydrogen tank, a robust and

extensive control strategy has been discussed in this research. Wind generator output

voltage and frequency are of a fluctuating nature. In order to get the fixed DC voltage,

power conditioning is essential. A 12-pulse AC/DC thyristor controlled double bridge

rectifier was used with the WT output and a boost DC/DC converter was used with a

FC/UC system output. The DC bus voltage was maintained at 400Y and the generated

power was fwiher fed to the load through 5 kHz IOBT PWM inverters. The simulation

results showed that the load demand had been met by the combined system appropriately.

A stand-alone photovoltaic (PY) system with a hybrid energy storage technique is

illustrated in [19]. In addition to observing the dynamic behaviours, sizing optimization

and cost analysis has also been explained in this work. The proposed system comprises a

solar cell, Fuel cell (FC), electrolyzer, hydrogen compressor, storage and battery. Three

different combinations of components have been chosen for performing a comprehensive

comparison. Of the PY/battery, PY/FC and PY/FC/battery hybrid systems, the last system

provides more potential in terms of cost and efficiency.

A comprehensive control scheme for a two generating unit power plant system has

been developed in [20]. The PY served as the primary source whereas the FC ran as the

secondary source. The control strategy is of key importance in this literature. Depending

on the electricity cost, grid capacity, hydrogen storage capacity and desired solar

radiation, a two-level control algorithm was proposed. In order to reduce the complexity

of the nonlinear model, power conditioning devices have been overlooked. It has been
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proved that the outputs followed the reference inputs as expected with two reference

powerlevels.

In 121J a small wind-fuel cell hybrid energy system has been proposed. In this work

[21] a dynamic simulation model of each component has been generated by Matlabl

Simulink. The simulation results showed how the voltage, current, power and pressure

were deviating with the corresponding input change. In order to maintain stability,

suitable controllers and a power electronics mechanism have been suggested. Although

such a system is feasible, the final cost of this project does notmakeiteconomically viable in

the majority of situations. It was hoped that, through standardization and mass manufacture,

the costs could be greatly reduced.

1.3.4 Wind Energy Conversion System with Different Generators

A variable speed wind turbine equivalent circuit approach has been modeled in 1221.

The authors 122] were dealing with a 1.5 kW BWC permanent magnet synchronous

generator based WT, IkW Stuart ElectrolyzeI' and I kW PEM Fuel cell. The average

approximated load was 80 Wand the wind speed was considered to vary from 10 m/s to

25 m/s. The wind turbine was modeled based on a power coefficient versus tip speed ratio

curve and the generator was designed with the help of park transformation. Component

currents, hydrogen production and consumption of power generation and demand have

been analyzed by simulation results. The amount of unmet load in certain periods was

unexpectedly high, though the proposed system configuration was quite simple.

An output power maximization process for a permanent magnet synchronous generator

(PMSG) based WT has been illustrated in 123]. The perturbation and Observation (P&O)
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technique was used for simulation and a buck-boost converter was suggested to connect

between the rectifier and the DC bus. This buck-boost converter ensures that wind energy

is captuted for a wide range of wind speeds and hence provides the maximum power

output.

Research on DC-link voltage control for a Pen11anent Magnet Synchronous Generator

(PMSG) based WT connected to a weak grid system ha been performed in [24]. The

vector control method was used for generator side converters. The objective was to

determine by simulation results how the capacitor voltage was changing with the load

variation. The proposed method has been explained with a flow chart. Finally a prototype

was built and verified by laboratory experiments.

In [25], the authors presented a horizontal furling control method for small PMSG based

WT. For capturing maximum power from the wind, the tip-speed ratio control method

and hill climbing control method were examined. Infon11ation about the instantaneou

wind speed is required for tip-speed ratio control method. But measuring the wind speed

accurately is quite tough because wind turbine experiences a different force on their rotor.

On the other hand hill-climbing method is based on the measurement of power. They

concluded with comparative simulation results using Matlab/Simulink™.

In [26], it has been recognized that during generation of active power, the SCIG based

WT cannot produce reactive power for self-excitation and as a result a capacitor bank is

necessary between the generator and the load. An alternative approach that has been

proposed by the authors is, instead of using a capacitor bank, a PWM inverter can be

used, which can provide leading or lagging reactive power, and at the same time can keep
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the system stable when the wind speed and load vary. Load current, output voltage, active

and reactive powers were compared in no load and loaded conditions by simulation

results and laboratory experiments.

In [27], adaptive interfacing and control strategies for three mostly used WT generators

(DFIG, PMSG and SeIG) have been proposed. The proposed configuration is resistant to

fault condition and it is possible to monitor hundreds of feeder nodes of the distribution

systems.

An approach for terminal voltage regulation of a self excited induction generator has been

devised in [28]. A feasible prototype using a fixed excitation capacitor, a thyristor,

switched capacitor, a thyristor controlled reactor and some controllers have been built and

tested in the laboratory, comparing the experimental results with the simulation results.

The terminal voltage and frequency have been characterized with the change of excitation

capacitance. The authors also were keen to show the change of voltage and thyristor

triggering angle with inductive load disparity.

1.4 Motivation

There are still many communities around the world with no access to an electric grid. To

supply power to these people, a stand-alone hybrid power system is used. Rising fuel

costs and environmental concerns make the use of renewable energy in standalone

systems increasingly attractive. From the above literature review it can be concluded that

use of renewable energy is more economical and environmentally safe [6, 7]. In some

papers [3,4] they made a comparison between these two systems but this comparison does

not satisfy all the factors; that is, they did not broadly describe all the possible factors
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based on which the comparison can be made 13, 4]. Power generated from most

renewable sources is DC power and also most of the load is a heating type DC load. In

general, 70 % of the load is DC type and 30 % is AC type. The previous works that were

reviewed in this chapter did not design any system by splitting the load according to use.

Most of the load is a DC load, a DC coupled hybrid system can be an option for power

generation. However before selecting a DC coupled system as a power system option. it is

necessary to perform the steady state and transient analysis and observe power quality. It

is also necessary to make a generalized comparison with a conventional AC coupled

system. The results from the comparison of these two systems are important for design of

a stand-alone hybrid power system. Keeping all of the above mentioned issues in mind

the author embarked on the research.

The main objective of this research is to design and compare an off grid DC based hybrid

power system with an AC based hybrid power system for a remote community to supply

electricity economically. A detailed comparison will be made between these two systems.

The following are some of the main engineering challenges faced here:

I. Choice of an economical and feasible system component to minimize system cost.

2. Collection and study of wind data, solar data and load data.

3. Design of a DC coupled hybrid system and an AC coupled hybrid system.

4. Dynamic modeling and simulation of two hybrid power systems

5. Study transient and dynamic analysis of DC and AC coupled systems, and make a

comparison between them.

All of the above discussed challenges are an urgent motivation for this research.
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I.S Outline of thesis

This thesis is comprised of six chapters. The introduction, literature review and

motivation of the thesis have been discussed in Chapter I. In Chapter 2, the author tried to

select economic and feasible system components to minimize the system cost. Collection

and study of wind data, solar data and load data has been included in this chapter. Chapter

2 also anticipates the electlical perfonnance of an AC and a DC coupled hybrid power

system based on HOMER simulations and sensitivity analysis. After that, the steady state

models of both AC and DC coupled wind energy conversion systems are generated and

determine the generated power corresponding to each wind speed in Chapter 3. Modeling

of a photovoltaic system (PV), battery and diesel generator are described in Chapter 4. In

this chapter the power generated from the PV corresponding to solar irradiance is also

determined. Finally, the WECS, PV, diesel generators, and batteries are combined

according to the AC and DC coupled system and their dynamic responses are analyzed in

Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the culminating remarks, the contribution and direction for future

experimentations are delineated.

In the reference section, sources of infonl1ation with the available web links are given.

For easier under tanding, the Matlab subsystem models are presented in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2

Analysis of AC and DC Coupled Hybrid Power System

2.1 Introduction

Hybrid systems are strong and reliable power sources. Nowadays, they are operated cost

effectively worldwide in rural electrification in both developing and industrial countries

[35]. Hybrid systems by definition contain a number of power generation devices such as

wind turbines, photovoltaic, micro-hydro and/or fossil fuel generators. The use of

renewable power generation systems reduces the use of expensive fuels. The electrical

output of generators for the exploitation of renewable sources is either direct current

(DC), or altemating current (AC) of variable frequency. If the network operates as a DC

system, then many of the converters are not needed as the electrical storage elements are

of DC type. To supply AC loads by a DC network, an inverter is required. In this study I

designed an isolated DC electrical power system and also an isolated AC power system to

supply the required amount of AC loads using standard elements (rY system, wind

turbine diesel generators, battery). After that a comparison is made between these two

systems. The same types of standard elements are used for both systems. We emphasized

wind and solar energy systems ofSt. John's, Newfoundland, Canada.
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2.2 Energy Planning

Energy planning is an important issue. This sustainable energy planning scheme

considered various scenarios which vary in the level of intervention in the CUITent energy

system. The main challenge was to design a DC and AC coupled hybrid power system

using renewable sources, keeping in mind any technical limitations in their integration

into the system, as well as their economic viability. Homer, NREl"s "Micropower

Optimization Model" 01ltp://www.nre/.gov/docs/fv04osli/35406.pdD is used for sizing

hybrid energy systems. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREI) has

developed this software. The model can deal with various types of energy mixtures; from

simple conventional or renewable energy power systems to complicated hybrid systems.

2.3 System Design Inputs

This section includes all gathered infonnation required to run the HOMER model;

network load, wind and solar resource input, diesel generators and finally, project costs

and system constraints.

2.3.1 Load Profile

The load considered in the design is the electrical load of Grey River. It is located on the

south-west coast of Newfoundland. It is a small fishing community of about 160-180

residents where power loads peak at 207 kW and the average daily demands reach 2500

kWh. The network load factor is considered as 0.503. The hourly load data was obtained

from Newfoundland hydro (hIlP://lVww.n/h.n/.ca).
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By analyzing the hourly load data, HOMER software tool formed load curves in daily and

monthly profiles. The most representative load profile is shown in Figure. 2.1 depicts the

variation in demand on a monthly basis, indicating maximum and minimum recorded

loads. The daily load variation is shown in Figure 2.2.

Months of the Year

Figure 2.1: HOMER software tool plot of monthly load variations.
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Figure 2.2: HOMER software tool formed daily load profile based on the load data

2.3.2 Photovoltaic System and Pricing

The operation of photovoltaic system depends on solar energy. Solar energy has two

significant advantages compared to wind applications:

I. Solar energy typically keeps pace with electricity demands; solar stations deliver

energy to a grid during medium and high load hours. This allows for the solar

output to be directly consumed by the nearby end users. [64]

2. Solar energy resources, for the greatest pali of the year, vary distinctly during the

day. An island·s solar output is more homogenous ifphotovoltaic packs have been

diligently scattered in numerous locations. [64]

Therefore, in order to guarantee system stability in peak load hours, photovoltaic must

form a large portion of the system capacity. As cost optimization is one of the most
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important factors, it is necessary to select a solar panel with a reasonable cost. We cho e

to use 175W, 24 V Solar panels (http://www.solardesigntool.com/components/module

panel-solar/BP/BP4175BI). The cost for one panel is $830. As the output of the solar

panel is DC voltage, it is connected to the DC bus. As the DC bus voltage is chosen as

648V, the number of panels required per string is 27 and the amount of power delivered

by each string is 4.725KW. After analyzing the capital and replacement cost, the HOMER

software tool formed the cost curve of the solar panel based on the size of solar panel

required. Figure 2.3 shows the cost curve of solar panel.

Figure 2.3: HOMER software tool formed the cost curve of a solar panel.
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2.3.3 Solar Radiation for St. John's

Calculation of solar radiation for a specific location is done by the HOMER software tool.

The model calculates theoretical solar radiation, assuming the actual weather conditions,

direct and diffused solar radiation values. We imported solar irradiation data from NASA

for the latitude of 47° on an hourly basis. The annual average value of the solar energy for

St. John's is about 3.15kWh/m2-d. The maximum solar energy occurs during the months

of May, June and July. The input solar data in HOMER is given below.
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Figure 2.4: HOMER software tool fOnl1ed monthly solar radiation chart based on the

data collected from NASA.
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Table2.1: Monthly average solar data from HOMER simulation.

Month Clearness Index Daily Radiation

kWh/m -d

January 0.433 1.280

February 0.479 2.110

March 0.501 3.310

April 0.465 4.180

May 0.439 4.740

June 0.444 5.140

July 0.437 4.880

August 0.455 4.390

September 0.447 3.310

October 0.426 2.150

November 0.388 1.270

December 0.402 1.020

Yearly Average 0.448 3.153

2.3.4 Selection of Wind GeneJoator and Pricing

Wind turbines have been added to many diesel-based systems in order to reduce fuel

consumption. Choosing a wind turbine that fits the need of an island depends on various
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conditions such as target capacity, observed wind time series, as well as the ease of

integration into the natural environment. As the load is 207 kW peak, small-sized unit

wind turbine is considered. In order to adapt output to bus voltage and frequency in an

optimal way, it is necessary to select modern technology. Based on these considerations

the FDI3-50/12 wind turbine of 50 kW is selected (hup://ghrepower.el1.a/ibaba.com).

The FD 13-50/12 wind turbine is a low-speed permanent magnet generator with a hub

height of 25m and a rotor diameter of 13 m. It has high efficiency and low torque ripple,

contributing to good reliability. Also, the FD 13-50/12 has a low cut in speed (3 m/s),

increasing operating time and thus the capacity factor. The working range of this wind

turbine is 3 m/s- 25 m/s. The power curve of the wind turbine is given below.
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Figure 2.5: Power Curve of Wind Turbine
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The cost of one 50 kW wind turbine is about $265000 (2009), and the replacement cost is

about $165000. The cost includes the price of the turbine and installation costs. Figure 2.6

shows the cost curve of the wind turbine

2 3
'Quantiw

- Capital - Replacement

Figure 2.6: Cost curve of wind turbine from HOMER Simulation.

2.3.5 Calculation of the Wind Potential ofSt. John's

St. John's is considered one of the ideal locations for wind applications. Its mountainous

nature provides many alternative locations for efficient wind installments. Historical data

of recorded wind speeds for St. John's were collected from National Climate Data and the

Infornlation Archive (www.climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca) of Canada. Wind speeds were

collected at an elevation of 50 m above sea level and scaled for 10m height. Monthly

average wind values are specifically considered in order to suit the wind generator's

profile. Average annual wind speed is 6.04 m/s. Input of wind data in HOMER resulted in

the comprehensive Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Wind resource ofSt John's plotted in HOMER

Table 2.2: Monthly average wind speed of St. John's from HOMER simulation.

Month
Wind Speed

[m/s)

Januar}'

Februar}'

March

April

Ma}'

June

Jul}'

August

September

October

November

December

Annual average:

7.228
7.170
7.190
5.738
6.464
4.787
5.132
5.333
5.310
5.316
6.390
6.479

6.041
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From the monthly average wind data in Table 2.2 it can be said that the average values

are higher in winter months than in summer months, which is con'elated with the higher

loads in the winter months. The model calculated the maximum, minimum, daily high and

daily low values.

2.3.6 Selection of Diesel Generators and Pricing

Small power systems based on diesel generator sets are by far the most common [31].

They require a ready supply of diesel fuel and are run whenever power is required. The

task of choosing diesel generators depends on the target capacity, fuel consumption of the

generators, the efficiency of the generators and the carbon emission. Diesel generators are

generally sized to supply at least the peak load on the system and are commonly available

with power outputs, from a few to hundreds of kilowatts. Using diesel generators causes

many problems. Problems with the use of diesel generators include:

I. Cost offuel and its transportation [59,60].

2. Local environmental effects, such as the reduction of local air quality [61].

3. Global environmental effects, such as climate change [61].

4. Security offuel supply [62].

5. Inefficiency when pm1ially loaded [59, 60].

6. Start-up response time [63].

7. Noise [62].

8. Require a high level of maintenance [59].
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Although diesel generators have problems, they are used extensively as they provide

acceptable reliability at very low initialcosl.

In the design two diesel generators are selected. The total capacity of the two generators

is 225 kW. Generator one has a capacity of 75 kW; generator two has a capacity of 150

kW. Analyzing the data HOMER formed the efficiency curve and the fuel curve of the

generators. Fig. 2.8.a & fig 2.8.b show the efficiency curve of the two generators

respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Efficiency curve in Percentage of output from HOMER simulat ion. (a) 75 kW

diesel generator (b) 150 kW diesel generator

The fuel curves of the two generators are drawn in HOMER by entering the

manufacturer's provided fuel consumption data. HOMER software tool used fuel

consumption data for a 50%, 75%. and 100% load HOMER also calculates the fuel

curve parameters, intercept and slope.
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Figure 2.9: Fuel consumption curve of 75 kW and 150 kW diesel generators from

HOMER simulation based on the manufacturer's data.

The capital cost of the first diesel generator is about $30,000 (2009) and it is considered

that the replacement cost of the generator is $20,000 (2009). The capital cost and the

replacement cost of 150 kW diesel generators is $40,000 (2009) and $30,000 (2009)

respectively. The cost curves of the two generators are given in figures below.
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Figure 2.10: The cost curve of 75kW generator and the 150 kW generators from HOM ER

simulation.
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2.3.7 Energy Storage and Pricing

A high level of renewable energy penetration into a small power system is desirable for

local self-sufficiency. However, due to the high variability and low aggregation of loads

and generators, this cannot be achieved directly. Therefore, incorporating renewable

energy into standalone power supplies usually requires some form of energy storage. The

store must be able to supply the sholi-term variations to cope with wind turbulence. The

energy store may also be required to cover inter-seasonal variation. In this design a

Surrette 12-Cs-II-Ps 12V battery is used for an energy storage system

(http://www.rollsbattery.com/). Taking into consideration the 648V DC bus, then the

number of batteries per string is 54. The price of each battery is $1070 (2009) and

replacement cost for each battery is $856. The cost curve of the battery is shown in figure

2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Cost curve of Surrette 12-Cs-II-Ps 12V battery from HOMER simulation.
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The nominal capacity of the battery is 503 Ah, and the capacity ratio is 0.287. The

capacity curve and the lifetime curve of the battery are shown in figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: (a) Capacity curve (b) Lifetime curve of Surrette l2-Cs-II-Ps 12V battery

from HOMER simulation.
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2.3.8 Selection of Inverter / Charger and Pricing

An inverter is required for the system in which DC components serve an AC load and

vice-versa. Also, a rectifier can convert AC to DC. Therefore, selection of an inverter /

charger is an important thing. For the design Solectria PVI60kW-480V, a 60kw Inverter

480 VAC is selected [http://www.rollsbattery.com]. The core of the inverter, a 600VDC

version of Solectria's proven DMG 660 distributed generation inverter, uses state-of-the-

art control techniques and devices including the space vector PWM, a precision MPT

algorithm, and low-loss lGBTs. With peak invelier power electronics efficiency up to

98% (over 96% including the transformer and filters) and fully integrated packaging, this

inverter sets a new industry standard for efficiency, ease of installation and use,

reliability, and installed cost. Multiple inverters can be used together in any combination

for larger systems. The cost for a 60 kW invelier is about $35,000 (2009). The cost curve

of the inverter is shown in figure 2.13.
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Figure2.l3: Cost curve of Solectria PVI60kW-480V, 60kw Inverter 480 VAC from

HOMER simulation.
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2.4 Hybrid System Design

Using HOMER, an AC bus-based hybrid power system and a DC bus based Hybrid

power system are designed. Here these two designs are described.

2.4.1 AC- Bus-Based Hybrid System

The optimal AC bus-based hybrid system is determined (Figure 2.14) and simulated

using HOMER software.

~ .tj
Primary Load Pv'
2.5 MWh/d

207 kW peak

~-...--.~
12 CS 11PS

AC DC
Figure 2.14: AC bus- based electrical system from HOMER simulation.

2.4.1.1 Simulation Results

The design is simulated in HOMER and sensitivity analysis is perfonned for various wind

speed, solar radiations and diesel prices. Table 2.3 shows the optimization result for

current wind speed, price of diesel and the solar radiation ofSt. John's.
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2.4.1.2 Electrical Production

The AC bus based system produced 1,081,269 kWh/yr. It was found that 54% of energy

production was from the wind turbine (584,789 kWh/yr). From the chali of the monthly

average energy production, it was found that the energy production is less for the months

of June and July.

MonthlvAvera eElectricProduction
PV

-Wind
-7fKNDiesel

+-••+_--HlI-H_--+---=::::+-+---+-+---+I_-HlI+I.- - 150 WDi...1

Month of the Year

Figure2.l5: Monthly average electric production for the AC bus-based system from

HOMER simulation.

The selected PY capacity for the design is 4.725 kW. Figure 2.16 analyzes the array's

expected power output on a 24-h basis.
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Month of the Year

Figure 2.16: Yearly PY array output power spectrum from HOMER simulation.

Four wind turbines are enough to meet the load. These wind turbines provide the power

output that is depicted in figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: Yearly Wind turbine output power spectrum from HOMER simulation.
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The diesel power output of the two diesel generators is shown in Figures 2.18 and 2.19. It

was found that 150 kW diesel generator was not in an operating condition during the

period trom May to August.

MonthoftheYear

Figure 2.18: Yearly 75 kW diesel generator output power spectrum from HOM ER

simulation.

/l.fl' May

Month of the Year

Figure 2.19: Yearly ISO kW diesel generator output power spectrum trom HOMER

simulation.
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2.4.2 DC Bus-Based Hybrid System

In the DC bus based system all the components are connected to the DC bus and the loads

are connected to the AC bus (figure 2.20).

Figure 2.20: DC bus based Hybrid system from HOMER simulation.

2.4.2.1 Simulation Results for DC system

The optimization results for the DC bus based system are obtained using HOMER.

Sensitivity for different inputs is also analyzed.
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2.4.2.2 Electrical Production

In the DC system about 1,093,858 kWh energy is produced per year. 53% of this

electricity comes from the wind turbine (584,789kWh/yr). The monthly average

electricity production is shown in the chart below.

f7V
-Wind
-75W1Diesel
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Figure 2.21: Monthly average electric production for the DC bus-based system from

HOMER simulation.

The selected PV capacity for the design is 4.725 kW. Figure 2.22 analyzes the array's

expected power output on a 24-h basis.
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Figure 2.22: Yearly PV array output power spectrum from HOMER simulation.

Four wind turbines are enough to meet the load. These wind turbines provide the power

output that is depicted in figure 2.23

Month of the Year

Figure 2.23: Yearly Wind turbine output Power spectrum from HOMER simulation.
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The diesel power output of the two diesel generators are shown in Figure 2.24 and 2.25. It

was found that the 150 kW diesel generator was not operating during the period from

May to August.

Month of the Year

Figure 2.24: Yearly 75 kW diesel generator output power spectrum from HOMER

simulation.
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Figure 2.25: Yearly 150 kW diesel generator output power spectrum from HOMER

simulation.
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2.5 Comparison between a PV-wind-diesel AC bus-based system and a PV-wind

diesel DC bus based system

The main aspect of this research was to design an AC system and a DC system and to

make a comparison between these two systems. The HOMER, NREL software tool wa

used to design these systems. The PV system, the wind turbine, the diesel generators, the

converters and the batteries that are used in both designs are the same model. The

simulation is run using a number of sensitivity parameters. Comparison can be made

depending on different factors. Two case studies have been considered for comparison:

firstly, a 100% AC load and secondly, a 70% DC load and a 30% AC load, as most of the

load is a heating type DC load. The following sections will describe all factors based on

which the com pari on is made for the 100 % AC load. Then the overall comparison for

the 100% AC load and the 70% DC and 30 % load will be given.

2.5.1 The Cost Summary

Although the equipment used in both AC and DC systems are the same model, and the

prices of them are the same, the total cost of these two systems is different.

Figure 2.26: Cash flow summary of a PV-Wind-Diesel AC system from HOMER

simulation.
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-FD13-50112
--- ----75kWDiesel

-150kWDiesel
-Surrette12-Cs-11Ps12V
-Converter

Figure 2.27: Cash flow summary of a PY-Wind- Diesel DC system from HOMER

simulation.

Figure 2.26 and figure 2.27 show the cash flow summary for the AC and DC system

respectively. From the charts it can be said that the net present cost of PY in the DC

system is the same as the cost of the AC system because the DC system used same

number of solar panels as the AC system, and the kW from PY at the DC system and the

AC system is 4.725 kW. The costs of the wind turbine for both systems are the same and

both systems use the same number of wind turbines. The net present cost of two diesel

generators in the AC system is lower than the cost for the DC system. The capital costs of

the two systems are the same for both systems but the operation and maintenance cost;

the fuel cost and the operation and maintenance cost are larger for the DC system than for

the AC system. The fuel cost is large for the DC system because both generators are in

operation for more hours throughout the year than for the AC system. The cost of

batteries for the DC system and the AC system are the same as both systems use 108
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batteries. The cost of the converter for both systems is the same. The total cost of the AC

system and the DC system is given in the following two tables. The diesel cost of the DC

system is a bit higher, since 75kW diesel operates for more hours.

Table 2.5: Total cost of the AC system from HOMER simulation.

ComlXlnent Capital[$]IRe~acement[$]I~~Salvage[$]1 Total [$]
F\I 22,410

°
639

° °
23,049

FD1J.50/12AC 1,060,000
°

n,801
° °

1,366,801

75kWDiesei 30,000 1.036,951 ·2,357 1.096,882

15tlWDiesei 40,000 833,389 -1.184 898,015

C~~oISuijetle12·Cs·1 115,560 68.777 41,418
°

·19,745 206,009

CCI'werler 105,000
°

9,204
° °

114,204

S~slern 1,372,970 96,373 3~,562 1.870,341 ·23,286 3,704,!G)

Table 2.6: Total cost of the DC system from HOMER simulation.

_C_lXJlXlle..!--nl 11 Ca~tall$1 I Re~acement[$]I~~ Scf{age[$] I

fV 22,410 0 639 0 0
FD1:J.5OI12 1.060,000 0 306,801 0 0
75kWDiesel 30,000 27,5'Jj 4.676 1.039,232 ·2,407
15Cl<WDiesel 40,000 0 27.459 800,379 ·783
Surretle12.cs·11Ps1 115,560 ffi,m 41,418 0 ·19.745

Converlel 105,000 ° 9,204 ° °
Syslem 1.372,970 96.312 390.197 1.927,611 ·22,935
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23,049
1.366,801
1,099,037

955,055
206,009
114,204

3.764.155



2.5.2 Electrical Factor

Both the AC and DC system met the same amount and the same type of AC load.

However, their production of electricity using the same components is different. The total

production of electricity for the AC system is lower than the electricity production of the

DC system.

PV
-Wind
-75kWDiesel

150lWDi...,

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov D.c

MonthlvAvera eElectricProduction

0

0 I I
0 I I

Month of the Year

Figure 2.28: Average Energy Production of the AC system from HOMER simulation.
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Figure2.29: Average Energy Production of the DC system from HOMER simulation.
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The energy production of the AC system per year is 1,081,269 kWh. In the case of the

DC system it is 1,093,858 kWh. However, the excess electricity produced in the AC

system is larger than for the DC system. The percentage contribution of excess electricity

in the AC system is 14% where as the DC system, it is 13.9 %. The contribution ofPY in

total energy production is almost the same in both DC system and AC system. The wind

turbine produced the same amount of electricity for both systems, but if we calculated it

as a percentage of total production, then the percentage contribution of electricity from

wind turbine is larger in the AC system than in the DC system. The two diesel generators

produced more electricity in the DC system than in the AC system. The production of

electricity ofa11 components of these two systems is given in tabular form below.

Table2.7: Energy production of DC system Table2.8: Energy production of AC system

from HOMER simulation.

,..........._P_rod_uc_tio_n........-!I~
:..~..~~.~~~....... . : 5,213 0
Wind turbines 584,789 53
75kWDiesei 317,632 29
150kWDiesei 186,224 17
Tolal 1,093,858100
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from HOMER simulation.

Production I~%

L~..~~.~~~ " 5,209 °
Wind turbines 584,789 54
75kWDiesei 316,721 29
150kWDiesei 174,549 16
Total 1,081,269100



Table2.9: Excess Energy of AC system. Table2.10: Excess Energy of DC system

from HOMER simulation. from HOMER simulation.

Quantity I~ % Quantity I~ %
Excesselecbicily 156,037 14.4 Excesseleclricity 151,645 13.9
Unmel eledric load 0.000946 0.0 Unmel electric load 264 0.0
Capaci~y shortage 0.00 0.0 Capacityshorlage 779 0.1

Quanlily Value Quantity Value
Renewablehaction 0.546 Renewable fraction 0.539

The renewable fraction of the AC system is 0.546, but for the DC system the value of the

renewable fraction is 0.539. This difference is mainly due to the losses in the main

inverter used in the DC system. The inverter required for the DC system is larger, hence

there are more losses.

2.5.3 Emissions

The system in which carbon emission is less can be said to be a better system as regards

to environmental pollution. Emission of more carbon is responsible for environmental

pollutions. In that sense, the AC system is better than the DC system because in the AC

system the carbon emission is less than for the DC system. The emissions of carbon

dioxide in the AC system are 321,070 kg/yr, where as for the DC system, the value is

330,901 kg/yr. The emissions of the other gases are given in the following two tables.
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Table2.11: Emissions in AC system

from HOMER simulation.

Table2.12: Emissions in DC system

from HOMER simulation.

Unburned hydrocarbons

Parliculatemalter
Sulfur dio~ide

Nitrogen o~ides

Emissions [kg/yr)
321,070

793
87.8

59.7
645

7,072

-ca-rb-on.....:.:....:..:~:=~~a=nt:....---+....;;.~;;;,;;.~.i.,;.;,;~~.i.;,;.;.~.~.~J.~~~
Carbonmono~ide 817
Unburned hydrocarbons 90.5
Particulate matter 61.6
Sulfur dio~ide 665
Nitrogeno~ides 7,288

The summary of the overall comparisons is given in the following tables; 2.13, 2.14, 2.15

2.16,2.17and2.l8.

Table -2.13: Comparison based on components required forI 00% AC load

Component AC

System

Based DC Based System

py 4.725kW 4.725 kW

W.T 4X50kW 4X50kW

D-75kW lX75kW I X75kW

D-150kW I X 150kW I X 150kW

Batteries required 108 108

Converter 180kW l80kW
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Table -2.14: Comparison based on components required for 30% AC and 70% DC load

Component AC Based System DC Ba ed System

PY 33 kW 4.725 kW

W.T 5X50kW 5X50kW

D-75kW 1 X75kW 1 X75kW

D-150 kW I X 150kW I X 150kW

Batterie required 108 108

Converter 120 kW 60 kW

Table -2.15: Comparison based on cost forI 00% AC load.

Cost Type AC Based System DC Based System

initial Capital 13,72,970

cost($)

Operating cost 182,424

($/Y)

13,72,970

187,054

Total NPC ($)

COE

(%/kWh)

3,704,959

0.318
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Table -2.16: Comparison based on cost for 30% AC and 70% DC load

Cost Type AC Based System DC Based System

Initial Capital cost($) 17,38,260 15,67,970

Operating cost ($/Y) 180,033 174,044

Total NPC ($) 4,039,688 3,792,835

COE (%/kWh) 0.346 0.326

Table -2.17: Comparison based on diesel use and emission for 100% AC load

AC Based System DC Based System

Diesel(L) 121,925 125,659

Pollutant Emission (Kg/Yr) Emission (Kg/Yr)

CO2 321,070 330,901

CO 793 817

UHCs 87.8 90.5

PM 59.7 61.6

S02 645 665

NOx 7,072 7,288
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Table -2.18: Comparison based on diesel use and cO'Tesponding emission for 30% AC

and 70% DC load

ACbasedSystem DC based System

Diesel(L) 127,057 122,102

Pollutant Emission (kg/Yr) Emission (kg/Yr)

CO2 334,583 321,536

CO 826 794

UHCs 91.5 87.9

PM 62.3 59.8

S02 672 646

NOx 7,369 7,082
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Table - 2.19 Comparison Based on Renewable Fraction for 100 % AC load

Renewable Fraction

ACSystem

55%

DC System

54%

Table - 2.20 Comparison Based on Renewable Fraction for 30 % AC & 70 % DC load

Renewable Fraction

ACSystem

60%

DC System

60%

The above tables clearly indicate that the DC system would be better when the load is

mainly DC. Such a system will lead to a lower cost of electricity and lower emissions.

This can easily be achieved since commonly used water and space heaters can directly

run on DC. Based on the selected high DC bus voltage it could be achieved with a little

modification.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter the simulation of an AC based hybrid power system and a DC based

hybrid power system is done by using the HOMER software tool. The optimization

method of the HOMER software tool can be found at (https://analysis.nrel.gov/homer/).

Most of the essential data have been obtained from hNewfoundland Hydro, NASA and

Weather Network Canada. Capital, replacement and O&M costs are assigned for each

component along with their lifetime. In fact these three costs are the primary inputs the
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HOMER software tool delineates. In order to establish the internal combustion

generator's efficiency curve, a number of associated parameters have been designated.

Wind speed, diesel price and consumed energy have been considered as the parameters

which are subjected to change over time. A number of sensitivity parameters are used to

simulate the system. Hence the effects of changes on other parameters have been

highlighted with different plots. The later part of this chapter deals with the hourly

transient behaviours of power system components. Results are shown in this chapter for

an annual average wind speed of 6.04 mis, global solar radiation of 3.15 kWh/m2-d and

diesel price of $1.2/L. Then a comparison of two systems is done based on two case

studies. From the comparison table it can be concluded that there is no significant

difference between an AC based hybrid system and a DC based hybrid system when a

100% AC load is considered. But when a 70 % DC and a 30 %AC load is considered, the

simulations show different results. In that case the DC based system is better than the AC

based system based on components required, cost, diesel required and con·esponding

emissions.
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Chapter 3

Modeling of Wind Turbines

3.1 Wind Energy Conversion System

Differential heating of the earth's surface by the sun causes the movement of large air

masses on the surface of the earth, i.e., the wind. Wind energy conversion systems

convert the kinetic energy of the wind into electricity or other forms of energy. Wind

power generation has experienced a tremendous growth in the past decade, and has been

recognized as an environmentally friendly and economically competitive means of

electric power generation. More countries are ratifying the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, and

wind power has become one of the most effective ways to reach its goals. The Kyoto

Protocol sets targets for participating countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to at

least 5% below the 1990 level in the commitment period of 2008 to 2012. According to

the U.S. Energy Information Administration, world electricity consumption will increase

from 12,833 TWh in 1999 to 22,230 TWh in 2020, mainly driven by developing

countries, where two billion people are still without access to electricity [34]. The fuel

mix for the world's electricity generation in 2008, as presented in Figure 3.1, indicates

that fossil fuels accounted for 62%, while renewable including hydropower, wind and

solar etc. accounted for 19% [lEA Electricity information].
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Tolal: 20,269 TWh

Figure 3.1: World Electricity Generation (lEA Electricity information 20 I0).

Figure 3.2: World average annual wind energy growth rate from 2001 to 2010

(windfair.net)
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Worldwide development of wind energy expanded rapidly starting in the early 1990s.

Figure 3.2 shows the average annual growth rate from 2001 to 2010 of the world"s

installed wind power, making the wind industry one of the fastest growing.

Loads

D

Figure 3.3: Wind Energy conversion system

A modem wind turbine captures the kinetic energy available in the wind through an

electro mechanical coupling for generating electricity. Figure 3.3 shows a general wind

energy conversion system. In addition to the rotor-generator assembly, a complete wind

energy conversion system (WECS) consists of several other mechanisms such as a yaw

regulator, speed controller, protection devices and power converter [36]. The components

of the wind turbine are shown in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Components of Wind Turbine (http://www.alternative-energy-

news.info/technology/wind-power/wind-turbines/)

The principal components of a modern wind power plant are the tower, the rotor and the

nacelle, which accommodates the transmission mechanisms and generator; and for

horizontal-axis devices, the yaw system for steering in response to change in wind

direction. Switching and protection systems, lines and maybe also transformers and

networks will be required for supplying end users or for storage. In response to the

internal influences, a unit for operational control and regulation must adapt the flow of
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energy in the system to the demands placed upon it. The following sections provide a

model of the components of the wind energy conversion system.

3.2 Component of Wind Power Plant

In this research the dynamic model of a FD 13-50/12 wind turbine is included [30]. This is

a 50kW Pennanent magnet generator based wind turbine. In this research both AC and

DC bus based systems are designed and analyzed, and it is found that for a AC bus based

system, if we use a pel111anent magnet generator based system, more power electronics is

required, which is not cost effective. Therefore, for the AC bus based system squirrel-case

induction generator based wind turbine is used. Before analyzing the dynamic behavior,

the steady state behaviours are computed first. The constituents of a wind power plant are

given below.

I. Rotor Blade

2. Rotor Shaft and Bearings

3. Rotor Brakes

4. Gearbox

5. Electrical Generation System

6. Transformer
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7. Capacitor Bank

The mathematical modeling of an electrical generation system and transformer are

discussed below.

3.2.1 Electrical Generation System

Depending on the manufacturer. different types of generators are used in a wind energy

conversion system. The doubly-fed induction generator, permanent magnet synchronous

generator and squirrel case induction generator etc. are examples of this kind of

generator. All of them perform well and are being used on a number of wind farms. The

generator of the wind turbine that we used in the DC system is the permanent magnet

synchronous generator. In a dynamic simulation of the AC coupled hybrid system, we

used a squirrel cage induction generator. The following sections will explicate the basic

principles of these generators.

3.2.1.1 Squirrel Cage Induction Generator

In a three-phase squirrel cage induction generator there are three identical windings that

are symmetrically distributed around the inner surface of a laminated cylindrical shell

called the stator. The laminated rotor inside carries a winding consisting of bars

connected to two shol1ing rings at both ends. This rotor can be adapted to any number of

stator poles. When the balanced stator windings are wound for p number of pole pairs and

displaced in space by 120 electrical degrees, and the applied torque creates a field rotation

in the air gap, n" a three phase voltage will be induced in the stator winding having the
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frequency,.r The relationship between pole pairs, frequency and the field rotation can be

expressed as follows [42]:

(3.2.1)

Here ns is expressed in rad/s and is known as the synchronous speed of the induction

generator and p is the number of pole pairs.

The resultant air gap flux <Pmis set up by the combined action of the stator and the rotor

magneto-motive force (mmf). This synchronous rotating flux indicates a counter emf £,

in the stator phase winding. The stator terminal voltage V, differs from this counter emf

£, by the stator leakage impedance drop. The stator emfphasor equation is then:

(3.2.2)

The circuit representation of the equation (3.2.2) is shown in figure 3.8. The stator

winding current 11 can be resolved into an exciting component 10 and a compensating

load component current I~. The load component current I~ counteracts the rotor emf,

thereby demanding power from the source. The exciting component 10 can be re olved

into a core loss component Ie, in phase with the stator induced emf £, and a magnetizing

component fill, lagging behind the induced emf £, by 90°. This is the magnetizing

component which sets up the air gap flux <Pm.

The asynchronous machine block in MATLAB/Simpower Systeml Machine library

operates either in motor or generator mode. The mode of operation is dictated by the sign

of the mechanical torque. For positive Till the block acts as a motor, and for negative Till it

operates as a generator. The electric part of the machine is represented by a fourth order

state space model and the mechanical part by a second order system. All electrical
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parameters and variables are referred to the stator. These are denoted by the prime signs

in the machine equations. All stator and rotor quantities are in the arbitrary two axis d-q

referencerrame.

The expressions related to d-q axis representation of an asynchronous machine are stated

below [26, 38].

Vqs = Rsiqs + ~ Qqs + W({Jds

VdS = Rsids + ~Qds - w({Jqs

Vdr = R~i~r + ~({J~r + (w - wr)({J~r

Vdr = R;.i~r + ~({J~r - (w - wr)({J~r

Te = ~P(({Jdsiqs - ({Jqsi ds )

where

({Jqs = Lsiqs + Lmi~r

({Jds = Lsids + Lmi~r

({J~r = L~i~r + Lmiqs

({J~r = L~i~r + Lmids

p number of pole

Rs , LiS are stator resistance and leakage inductance

Lm is magnetizing inductance

Ls is total stator inductance
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(3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

(3.2.6)

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)

(3.2.10)

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)

(3.2.13)



Vqs , i qs are q axis stator voltage and CUlTent

Vds , ids are d axis stator voltage and current

IfJqs, IfJds are statorq and d axis fluxes

W r is electrical angular velocity

Te is electromagnetic torque

L~ is total rotor inductance

R;. ,L;r are rotor resistance and leakage inductance

VJ,. , i~r are q axis rotor voltage and current

V~r , idr are d axis rotor voltage and current

lfJ~r, IfJdr are rotor q and d axis fluxes

The mechanical part can be represented by the following equations

-fftwm = -lHCTe - FWm - Tm )

-fftem = W m

where:

W m is angular velocity of the rotor

Tm is shaft mechanical torque

F is combined rotor and load viscous friction coefficient

(3.2.14)

(3.2.15)

The topology of the asynchronous generator in d-q axis frame is depicted as follows, in

Figure 3.5:
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Figure: 3.5: Asynchronous generator representations in d-q axis frame.

3.2.1.2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator

The basic wind energy conversion requirements of a variable speed permanent magnet

generator are almost the same as those for a wound field synchronous generator. The

permanent magnet generator dispenses with the need for external excitation. Therefore,

the output voltage under variable speed operation varies both in frequency and in

magnitude. As a consequence, the DC link voltage changes in an uncontrolled manner.

The control, however, is realized via the DC-AC converter on the grid side.

The turbine shaft speed is controlled by the opposing reaction torque of the generator.

The optimum values of the DC voltage and cun-ent can be obtained from equation 3.2.16

and 3.2.17. With the diode bridge, assuming the ripple free DC-link current, the generator

terminal voltage and CUITents are as follows [42]:

(3.2.16)

(3.2.17)
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It is noteworthy that for any particular DC- link voltage, there is a minimum speed below

which there is no generation. For any wind speed, there exists an optimum turbine speed

at which maximum power can be extracted from the wind.

The permanent magnet synchronous generator block exists in the Matlab/

SimPower System/ Machines library. Like the asynchronous machine, these machines

have two operating modes. The sign of Tm detemlines whether it will run in motor mode

or generator mode. Electrically these machines are characterized as sinusoidal models and

trapezoidal models. The sinusoidal model assumes that the flux established by the

permanent magnets in the stator is sinusoidal, which implies that the electromotive forces

are sinusoidal. For the trapezoidal machines, the model assumes that the flux established

by the permanent magnets produces three tTapezoidal back EMF wavefon11S. The

research is focused on the sinusoidal model only. The electric model of such a generator

is implemented by the following equations: [38]

fti d = tVd - tid + ~PWriq

fti q = ~Vq - ~iq + ~PWriq - A::,.

where

Lq,L"areq and d axis inductances

R is Resistance of the stator windings

iq,idareqanddaxiscurrents

vq , Vd are q and d axis voltages
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W" is angular velocity of the rotor

A is amplitude of the flux induced by the permanent magnets of the rotor in the stator

phases

P is the number of pole pairs

Te is the electromagnetic torque.

The Lq and Ld inductances represent the relation between the phase inductance and the

rotor position due to the saliency of the rotor. For example, the inductance measured

between phase a and b is given by:

where8e represents the electrical angle.

(3.2.21)

The following diagram uncovers how the line-line inductance varies as a function of the

electrical angle of the rotor.

2*Ld

2*Lq

.~ ~
/' ""V '""'-- ~

30 60 90 120
Electrical angle (ee deg)

150 180

Figure: 3.6 Change of line inductance with rotor positions
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For a permanent magnet synchronous generator, the rotor might be either round or a

salient-pole type. The relationship between d-q frame inductance and lone inductance will

differ according to their types.

Condition for round rotor:

(3.2.22)

Condition for salient pole rotor:

(3.2.23)

and

L = min (Lab)
q 2

(3.2.24)

The mechanical behaviour of this machine is the same as for an induction generator.

The mechanical part can be represented by the following equations:

where

Te is electromagnetic torque

Tm is shaft mechanical torque

F is combined viscous friction of rotor and load.

3.2.2 Transformer

(3.2.25)

(3.2.26)

A three-phase transformer is very important to increase or decrease the voltage

magnitude. These transformers can be made either by connecting three phase
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transformers in a three phase bank, or by three windings wound on a common core. The

former one is cheaper, smaller and lighter than the latter one [40].

The primary winding draws a CUITent when it is connected to an alternating

voltage source. This current produces a flux in the transforn1er core. When the flux moves

through the magnetic core and cuts it by both the windings, a voltage will be induced in

the primary and secondary windings. In the Figure 3.7 the instantaneous emf induced in

the primary windings is as follows:

(3.2.27)

Themaximumvalueofel is

(3.2.28)

Now the effective value of the primary emfis,

(3.2.29)

Similarly, the emfofthe secondary winding is,

(3.2.30)

i----~--4--1

r--~_t___l__n .+--t--I..:....,-----

Figure: 3.7 Ideal Transformer.
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In a two winding transformer, the windings are magnetically coupled and are hard to

analyze. Therefore the ideal transformer is converted to its equivalent circuit for the

purpose of easy computation. The parameters such as resistance, reactance, voltage and

cun·ent can be transferred either from primary to secondary or from secondary to primary

in the equivalent circuits. The magnitude of the no-load circuit current is very small and it

is less than 5% of the rated primary current. Hence in the equivalent circuit the no load

circuit can be neglected without making a serious en·or. The two windings ideal

transformer is shown in the figure 3.8

Figure: 3.8 A two winding transformer

The equivalent circuits referred to as primary and secondary are depicted in figure 3.9 and

3.10 respectively. In the case of the former one, all parameters are transferred from

secondary to primary. The parameters are:

(3.2.31)

(3.2.32)

(3.2.33)
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I' =~Ztr a

Combined resistance referred to primary:

Combined reactance refelTed to primary:

The voltage across load,

[:': ~.----=--r z,

Figure: 3.9 Equivalent circuit referred to primary

(3.2.34)

(3.2.35)

(3.2.36)

(3.2.37)

Figure: 3.10 Equivalent circuit referred to secondary
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In a similar fashion, it is possible to express all the parameters transferred from the

primary to the secondary side to form the equivalent circuit referred to as secondary.

These shifted parameters are:

Total resistance refelTed to the secondary:

R02 = Rur + R~tr = Rur + ~

where a is the turn ratio and expressed as

a=~=~=~
N2 Vu ,· Ilt,.

3.2.3 Capacitor Bank

(3.2.38)

(3.2.39)

(3.2.40)

(3.2.41)

(3.2.42)

(3.2.43)

(3.2.44)

Due to being cheap, simple and robust in design, the squirrel cage induction generators

based wind turbines have received a great deal of attention for operating in AC coupled

stand-alone conditions. Although they are capable of generating active power, their

limitation is that they are unable to produce reactive power needed for their own

excitation. In order to mitigate this problem, a capacitor bank is connected to this system

between the generator and the load or grid. In this simulation a 55 kYAR rated capacitor
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bank is used for each IOOkW generator. As the three phase capacitor bank is connected to

the induction generator, an emf is induced to the machine windings due to the self

excitation provided by the capacitors. The magnetizing requirements of the machines are

met by these capacitors. In order to create the self-excitation by this capacitor bank, the

following two conditions should be fulfilled 126,411.

I. The rotor of the machine should have sufficient residual magnetism and

2. The three-phase capacitor bank should be of sufficient value.

After satisfying the above conditions an emf will be induced in the machine windings due

to the excitation provided by the capacitors. The phenomenon is known as "capacitor self

excitation". If the induced emf is sufficient, leading currents through the capacitors will

circulate.

The model of a linear capacitor block described with the following equation

I =C~

where,

I Current

V Voltage

C Capacitance

I Time
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3.3 Power Extraction from the Wind

Energy conversion takes place on two levels in a wind energy conversion system. First,

the WT rotor converts the wind energy into the mechanical energy. Then this mechanical

energy is fed to the generator which produces electrical energy. After that, different

schemes, composed of inverter converter sets, chopper circuits and power electronic

switches are deployed for power shaping or maximum power extraction. Assuming no

yaw misalignment, the wind turbine's energy conversion technique is governed by

equation (3.3.1) as follows 123, 39]:

(3.3.1)

where PI is the mechanical power generated by the turbine, p is the air density, A is the

Turbine swept area, C" is the performance coefficient and v'" is the wind speed. This

equation reveals that C" is the function of the tip speed ratio (TSR), A and the pitch

angle f3. The pitch angle is fixed for both the turbines and the mechanical power depends

on the C,,- A curve. C,,- A relationship is characterized by the following two equations:

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3)

where, CrC6 are the coefficients. TSR can be measured by the ratio of the rotor speed at

thetiptothe wind speed. Mathematically it is expressed by the following equation:

(3.3.4)
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where, w is the rotational speed and R is the radius of the turbine. When the wind blows

over the cut-in speed, the turbine rotates. and at the same time it produces some torque,

which is associated with produced mechanical energy. The behaviour is articulated by :

(3.3.5)

where, T,istheturbinetorque.

A more generalized equation of turbine torque can be formulated after combining

equations (3.3.1), (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) as follows:

Tt = ~pAR Cp~,P) va, = ~pARCq(A.,B)Va,

HereCqisthetorquecoefficientand is defined as

where,

,Bis pitch angle, Deg.

}, is tip speed ratio

w is turbine rotational speed, rad/s

pisairdensity, kg/m3

A isturbinesweptarea,m2

C/-C6are turbine coefficients

C"isperformancecoefficient of the turbine

C"istorquecoefficient of the turbine

P, is mechanical power generated by the turbine, W
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Risradiusoftheturbine, m

T,isturbinetorque,N-m

v". is wind speed, mls.

The Simulink block diagram showing the input output relationship is shown in Appendix

A (Figure A-I).

3.4 Modeling and Simulation of FD-13-S0 Wind Turbine for AC Coupled Hybrid

System.

The FD-13/50 kW wind turbine is a 50 kW permanent magnet generator based wind

turbine. First we have modeled the wind turbine with PMG and the topology is shown in

figure 3.11.

Figure: 3.11 The 50kW wind generator and control using PMG
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From the above figure it is clear that if we use a permanent magnet generator based wind

turbine for the AC system, we need extra power electronics to convert the DC output to

AC. In that case, we decide to use an induction generator based wind turbine. The

mechanical components and the electrical characteristics of this WECS have been

illustrated thoroughly in section 3.2. The further specifications obtained from [43. 44J are

given in table 3.1. Basically a steady state model has been developed here in this section

and it is intended to compute how energy is being produced with different levels of wind

speed. The following figure 3.12 shows the steady state wind turbine Matlabl Simulink

model using an induction generator based wind turbine.

wind speed ~LiMA

[, -f}f :I-r-~·r C Linee+ 480 V grid "-------'

Figure 3.12: The 50kW wind generator and control using Synchronous generator in

Simulink.

The above figure includes the turbine. generator and other mechanical accessories as

practical systems. The detailed components of this subsystem are given in appendix A
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(Figure A-I). Table 3.2 unveils the parameter used in the simulation model. Finally, the

power fi'om 50kW WECS at different wind speed levels and speed characteristics of the

generator are recorded and shown in Figure (3.13) and Figure (3.14). It has been found

that at 5 m/s wind speed the wind turbine generated power is 1.2 kW. At base wind speed

andtheratedspeed,theenergyproductionbecome22kWand50kWrespectively.

Table 3.1: Specification of 50 kW wind Turbine

Parameters Specification Parameters

Specification

Connection Nacelle

Frequency 60 Hz Cover material Aluminium

Voltage 480 V Mass 3990 kgs

Performance Main Bearing

Cut-in Wind speed 3m/s Number

Wind Speed for max power 15m/s

Cut-out wind speed 25m/s

Rated electric power 66kW

Tower Operation Brake

Type Galvanized 3 legged, Type Disk Brake

bolted lattice Location Turbine shah

Tower Height 24.8m Operation Hydraulic
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Certified ASTMA - A - Gear Ratio

-GradeB7

Foundation

Type

Anchor Bolts

193

Turbine

Concrete

GearBox

Number of Stage

Generator

1:27

TypeType

Diameter

Swept Area

Rotational speed

Tilt angle

Cone Angle

Mass

Blades

3 blades, Stall Regulated

15m

177 m2

65 rpm

oDegree

6 Degree

2420 kgs

Asynchronous with

Squirrel Cage

Rated Electrical Power 50 kW

Rated speed 1800 @ 60 Hz

Aerodynamics Brakes

Material

Length

Aero foil

Modified

Pitch

Epoxy/glass Fibre Type

7.2m

NREL Thick Series,

Fixed
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Table 3.2: Parameters of 50 kW WECS Used for Simulation.

Parameters

Turbine

Nominal Mechanical Output Power

Base Power of Electrical generator

Base Wind Speed

Pitch angle

50kWgenerator

Stator Resistance

Stator Inductance

Rotor Resistance

Rotor Inductance

Mutual Inductance

Inertia

Pole Pair

Value

50kW

50kW

8m/s

oDegree

0.05963 n

0.633mH

0.03281 n

0.633mH

27.42mH

1.3kg-m2

The Simulink models of a PMG based WT and an induction generator based WT are

given in Appendix A (Figure A-I to Figure A-4). The inputs of the WT are the wind

speed, pitch angle and the generator speed. The pitch angle is kept as zero in this case and

the generator speed is fed back from the PMG or induction generator. The three phase

voltage and current are measured using a measurement block at the generator output
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terminal. Using voltage and current, the real power has been calculated. The output

powers from the WECS for different wind speeds are given below.

\1,= 5 mil'; Poo, = 1.2 kW

Time (sec)

\1,= 6 mls; Po", = 4.3 kW

Time (sec)
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\1,= 7 mls: Po,,, = 5.1 kW

Time (sec)

\1,= 8 mls: Poo, = 22 kW

Time (sec)



V,. = 91111v: P",,, =24 kW

Time (sec)

V.,=11111Is; Po", = 27.5 kW

I~_' ---I

Time (sec)
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v.,= /Oll1ls: POOl = 26.2 kW

Time (sec)

v., = /2111Is: POII/ =30 kW

I~ --I

Time (sec)



V,= 13111/5: PO/" = 37 kW

Time (sec)

V, =15111/5; Pow = 50kW

v, = 14 1I1!v: POII1 =44kW

Time (sec)

Time (sec)

Figure 3.13: Power generated by the 50kW generator at different wind speeds.

It can be said from Figure 3.13 that when the wind speed belongs to the range from the

cut-in speed to below 8 mIs, the wind turbine generates a small amount of power but after

8 m1s it generates more power. The generated speed has been recorded as 0.94 pu shown
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in Figure 3.14 below. To have the generator speed in pu, the generator speed from the

generator is divided by the rated generator speed and the gear box ratio.

~ 1.4

~ 1.2

o

Time (sec)

Figure: 3.14 Generator speed in per unit value

3.5 Summary

This chapter illustrates all the wind energy conversion systems that we have used in our

design. The mechanical parts of the WECS, the machines, transformer and capacitor bank

have been explained with their working principles and their indispensabilities for being

used in this system. It is intended to develop the steady state models of the WECS and to

determine how those models react with different wind speeds, aiming to compare the

power curves found from simulation results and the same provided by the manufacturers.

Figure 3.15 elucidates this comparison.
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-Simulated Power
Curve

24 6 8101214

Wind Speed (m/s)

Figure 3.15: Power versus Wind Speed Curve of 50kW Wind Turbine.

It isquiteclearfi'omthe figure 3.15 that the generated WECS model almost resembles the

actual wind turbine, and exhibits almost identical characteristics corresponding to those

the manufacturer has provided. Wind speed below 8 m/s generates a small amount power

and after that a higher amount of power is produced.
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Chapter 4

Modeling of Photovoltaic System, Battery and Diesel Generator

A Wind-PY-Diesel system has greater reliability for electricity production than a Wind

only system. Diesel engine production is independent of atmospheric conditions. This fact

provides greater flexibility, higher efficiency and lower costs for the same energy

quantity produced 145]. Also, Wind-PY-Diesel systems, compared with Diesel-only

systems, provide a reduction of the operation costs and air pollutants emitted to the

atmosphere 146]. Though St. John's is not considered an ideal location for a photovoltaic

system (PY) installation, it has been decided to perform modeling and simulation ofa PY

system so that we can use this model later for another suitable location by changing only

the solar irradiance. As the wind speed and solar irradiance are not constant throughout

the year, it is necessary to have diesel generators to provide a constant power supply to

the load. To store excess energy produced by renewable sources, a storage component

(battery) is also necessary. The following sections provide details and models of PY,

battery and diesel generators.

4.1 Photovoltaic Modules

4.1.1 Introduction

The history of PY starts when a French physicist, Edmund Becquerel, discovered the first

photovoltaic effect in 1839, when he illuminated a metal electrode in an electrolytic
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solution [47]. Thirty-seven years later the British physicist, William Adams, with his

student, Richard Day, discovered a photovoltaic material, selenium, and made solid cells

with 1-2% efficiency, which were soon widely adopted in the exposure meters of

cameras [47]. In 1954 the first generation of semiconductor silicon-based PY cells was

born, with an efficiency of 6% [48], and adopted in space applications. Today, the

production of PY cells follows an exponential growth curve since technological

advancement of the late '80s which has stalied to rapidly improve efficiency and reduce

This chapter discusses the fundamentals of PY cells and modeling of a PY cell

using an equivalent electrical circuit. Models of a battery and diesel generator are also

presented. The models are implemented using Matlab to study characteristics and system

dynamics.

4.1.2 Photovoltaic Cell

Light photons with energy higher than the band-gap energy of PY material can make

electrons in the material break free from atoms that hold them and create hole-electron

pairs, as shown in Figure 4.1.1. These electrons, however, will soon fall back into holes,

causing charge calTiers to disappear. If a nearby electric field is provided, those in the

conduction band can be continuously swept away from holes toward a metallic contact

where they will emerge as an electric current. The electric field within the semiconductor

itself at the junction between two regions of crystals of different type is called a p-n

junction [47].
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Figure 4.1.1: Illustration of the p-n junction of PY cell [47]

The PY cell has electrical contacts on its top and bottom to capture the electrons, as

shown in Figure 4.1. I. When the PY cell delivers power to the load, the electrons flow

out of the n-side into the connecting wire, through the load, and back to the p-side where

they recombine with holes [47]. ote that conventional CUITent flows in the opposite

direction from electrons.

4.l.3 Modeling a PV Cell

The use of equivalent electric circuits makes it possible to model characteristics of a PY

cell. The method used here is implemented in Matlab programs for simulations. The same

modeling technique is also applicable for modeling a PY module.

4.1.3.1 The Simplest Model

The simplest model of a PY cell is shown as an equivalent circuit below, that consists of

an ideal CUITent source in parallel with an ideal diode. The current source represents the
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current generated by photons (often denoted as Iph or IL), and its output is constant under

constant temperature and constant incident radiation of light.

o,~::,
:\.~

Load

Figure 4.1.2: PV cell with a load and its simple equivalent circuit [47]

There are two key parameters frequently used to characterize a PV cell. Shorting together

the temlinals of the cell, as shown in Figure 4.1.3 (a), the photon generated current will

follow out of the cell as a short-circuit current (lsc). Thus, 1,,11 = 1sc. As shown in Figure

4.1.3 (b), when there is no connection to the PV cell (open-circuit), the photon generated

current is shunted internally by the intrinsic p-n junction diode. This gives the open

circuit voltage (VO,.). The PV module or cell manufacturers usually provide the values of

theseparametersinthedatasheets.
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Short circuit (b) Open Circuit

Figure 4.1.3: Diagrams showing a short-circuit and an open-circuit condition [47]

The output current (I) from the PY cell is found by applying the Kirchoffs current law

(KCL) on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.13:

(4.1.1)

where, Isc is the short-circuit current that is equal to the photon generated cun-ent, and I" is

the current shunted through the intrinsic diode. The diode current 1" is given by

Shockley's diode equation:

where,10 is the reverse saturation current of diode (A),

q is the electron charge (1.602 x 10. 19 C),

V" is the voltage across the diode (V),

k is the Boltzmann's constant (1.381 x10-23 JIK),

T is the junction temperature in Kelvin (K).

(4.1.2)

Replacing I" of the equation (4.1.1) by the equation (4.1.2) gives the current-voltage

relationship ofthe PY cell.
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(4.1.3)

where V is the voltage across the PY cell, and I is the output current from the cell. The

reverse saturation current of diode (10) is constant under a constant temperature, and is

found by setting the open-circuit condition as shown in Figure 4.1-4 (b). Using the

equation (4.1.3), let I = 0 (no output current) and solve for la.

0= Isc-Io(eqVd/kT-l)

Isc =lo(eqVd/kT_l)

(4.1.4)

(4.1.5)

(4.1.6)

To a very good approximation, the photon generated cun'ent, which is equal to Is<, is

directly propol1ional to the irradiance, and the intensity of illumination on the PY cell

[49]. Thus, if the value 1,,- is known from the datasheet, under standard test conditions,

Ga= 1OOOW11112 at the air mass (AM) = 1.5, then the photon generated current at any other

irradiance,G(Wlm2),isgivenby:

(4.1.7)

Figure 4.1.4 shows the current and voltage relationship (often called an 1- V curve) of an

ideal PY cell simulated by Matlab using the simplest equivalent circuit model. The

discussion of Matlab simulations is presented in Section 4.1.4. The PY cell output is both

limited by the cell current and the cell voltage, and it can only produce power with any

combination of current and voltage on the 1- V curve. It also shows that the cell current is

propol1ional to the irradiance.
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Figure 4.1.4: 1-Y plot of ideal PY cell under five different levels of irradiance (25°C)

4.1.3.2 Two Diode Solar Cell Model

There are a few things that have not been taken into account in the simple model that will

affect the performance of a PY cell in practice.

a) Series Resistance

In a practical PY cell, there is a series of resistance in a cunent path through the

semiconductor material, the metal grid, contacts, and cunent collecting bus [50). These

resistive losses are lumped together as a series resister (Rs). lts effect becomes very

conspicuous in a PY module that consists of many series-connected cells, and the value of

resistance is multiplied by the number of cells.

b) Parallel Resistance

This is also called shunt resistance. lt is a loss associated with a small leakage of cunent

through a resistive path parallel to the intrinsic device [50]. This can be represented by a
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parallel resister (Rp). Its effect is much less conspicuous in a PY module compared to the

series resistance, and it will only become noticeable when a number of PY modules are

connected in parallel for a larger system.

c) Recombination

Recombination in the depletion region of PY cells provides non-ohmic current paths

parallel to the intrinsic PY cell [50] [51]. As shown in Figure 4.1.5, this can be

represented by the second diode (D2) in the equivalent circuit.

Rs

01 02 Rp Load

Figure 4.1.5: More accurate equivalent

Summarizing these effects, the current-voltage relationship of the PY cell is written as:

(4.1.8)

It is possible to combine the first diode (DJ) and the second diode (D2) and rewrite the

equation (4.1.8) in the following form:

[
( V+lRs) ] (V+I.R)1 = Isc - 10 eq
~ - 1 - ~ (4.1.9)

where, n is known as the "ideality factor" ("n" is sometimes denoted as "A") and takes the

value between one and two [51].
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4.1.4 PhotovoItaic Module

A single PY cell produces an output voltage of less than IY, about O.6Y for crystalline

silicon (Si) cells. Thus, a number of PY cells are connected in series to achieve a desired

output voltage. When series-connected cells are placed in a frame, it is called a module.

Most commercially available PY modules with crystalline-Si cells have either 36 or 72

series-connected cells. A 36-cell module provides a voltage suitable for charging a 12Y

battery, and similarly a 72-cell module is appropriate for a 24Y battery. This is because

most PY systems used to have backup batteries; however, today many PY systems do not

use batteries; for example, grid-tied systems. Furthem1ore, the advent of high efficiency

DC-DC converters has alleviated the need for modules with specific voltages. When the

PY cells are wired together in series, the current output is the same as the single cell, but

the voltage output is the sum of each cell voltage, as shown in Figure 4.1.6.

Figure 4.1-6: PY cells are connected in series to make up a PY module
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4.1.5 Modeling a PV Module by MatIab

Multiple modules can be wired together in series or parallel to deliver the voltage and

current level needed. The group of modules is called an array.

SG17524 (175W) PV module, pictured in Figure 4.1-7, is chosen for a Matlab simulation

model. The module is made of 72 multi-crystalline silicon solar cells in series and

provides l75W of nominal maximum power [http://www.solardesigntool.com]. Table

4.1-1 shows its electrical specification.

;?~~---I r-II
r.;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~

Figure 4.1-7: Picture of SG 17524 (175W) PV module [http://www.solardesigntool.com]
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Table4.l Specification of Solar Panel

Electrical Characteristics

Maximum Power (Pmax)

Voltage at Pmax (Vmp)

Current at Pmax (Imp)

Open-circuit voltage (Vac)

Short-circuit current (Isc)

Temperature coefficient of lsc

Temperature coefficient of Vac

Temperature coefficient of power

NOCT

Specification

175W

35.6V

4.77A

44V

5.IA

O.028%/OC

-O.344%/OC

-0.482%/OC

The strategy of modeling a PV module is no different from modeling a PY cell. It uses the

same PY cell model. The parameters are the same, but only a voltage parameter (such as

the open-circuit voltage) is different and must be divided by the number of cells.

The study done by Walker [52] of University of Queensland, Australia, uses the

electric model with moderate complexity, shown in Figure 4.1-9, and provides fairly

accurate results. The model consists of a current source (Isc) , a diode (D), and a series

resistance (Rs). The effect of parallel resistance (Rp) is very small in a single module; thus,

the model does not include it. To make a better model, it also includes temperature effects
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on the short-circuit current (/se) and the reverse saturation current of diode (/0). It uses a

single diode with the diode ideality factor (n) set to achieve the best I-V curve match.

Rs

o Load

Figure 4.1.8: Equivalent circuit used in the Matlab simulations

Since it does not include the effect of parallel resistance (Rp), letting Rp = 00 in the

equation (4.1.8) gives the equation [52] that describes the current-voltage relationship of

the PV cell, and it is shown below.

where, I is the cell current (the same as the module current),

V is the cell voltage = {module voltage} + {# of cells in series},

T is the cell temperature in Kelvin (K).

First, calculate the short-circuit current (/se) at a given cell temperature (7)

IsclT = IsclTrerll+ a(T- Trer)J

(4.1.10)

(4.1.11)

where, Ise at Trefis given in the datasheet (measured under irradiance of 1000WI1112),

TreJis the reference temperature of PV cell in Kelvin (fC), usually 298K (25°C),
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a i the temperature coefficient of ise in percent change per degree temperature, also given

in thedatasheet.

The short-circuit current (1se) is proportional to the intensity of irradiance, thus ise at a

given irradiance (G) is:

(4.1.12)

where, Go is the nominal value ofirradiance, which is n0n11ally IkW/m1
.

The reverse saturation current of diode (10) at the reference temperature (rref) is given by

the equation (2.6) with the diode ideality factor added:

I =__Is_c _

o (eqVoc/nkT_l)
(4.1.13)

The reverse saturation current (10) is temperature dependent and the io at a given

temperature (1) is calculated by the following equation [52]:

II = II .(...!...-)~.e~(~-~)
oT o T re! T re! (4.1.14)

The diode ideality factor (n) is unknown and must be estimated. It takes a value between

one and two; the value of n= I (for the ideal diode) is used.

The series resistance (Rs) of the PY module has a large impact on the slope of the i-V

curve near the open-circuit voltage (Voe); hence, the value of Rs is calculated by

evaluating the slope di/dV of the i- V curve at the Voe [52]. The equation for Rs is derived

by differentiating the equation (4.1.10) and then rearranging it in terms of Rs.

(4.1.15)

(4.1.16)
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(4.1.17)

Then, evaluate the equation (4.1.17) at the open circuit voltage that is V=Voc (also let

i=O).

(4.1.18)

where, ~ts the slope of the i-V curve at the Voc (use the i-V curve in the datasheet then

divide it by the number of cells in series),

Voc is the open-circuit voltage of the cell (found by dividing Voc in the datasheet by the

number of cells in the series).

4.1.6 Maximum Power Point Tracker

A PY module can produce the power at a point, called an operating point, anywhere on

the 1- V curve. The coordinates of the operating point are the operating voltage and

current. There is a unique point near the knee of the i-V curve, called a maximum power

point (MPP), at which the module operates with the maximum efficiency and produces

the maximum output power. It is possible to visualize the location of the MPP by fitting

the largest possible rectangle inside of the i-V curve, and its area equals to the output

power, which is a product of voltage and current. The amount of power produced by the

PY module varies greatly depending on its operating condition. It is important to operate

the system at the MPP of the PY module in order to exploit the maximum power from the

module.
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When a PY module is directly coupled to a load, the PY module"s operating point will be

at the intersection of its I-V curve and the load line, which is the I-V relationship of load.

In other words, the impedance ofload dictates the operating condition of the PY module.

In general, this operating point is seldom at the PY module"s MPP: thus, it is not

producing the maximum power. A study shows that a direct-coupled system utilizes a

mere 31% of the PY capacity [53]. A PY array is usually oversized to compensate for a

low power yield during winter months. This mismatching between a PY module and a

load requires further over-sizing of the PY array and thus increases the overall system

cost. To mitigate this problem, a maximum power point tracker (MPPT) can be used to

maintain the PY module's operating point at the MPP. MPPTs can extract more than 97%

of the PY power when properly optimized [54].

PV D
r

v R

Figure4.1.9: PY module is directly connected to a (variable) resistive load [54]

In this work the solar panel is simulated with MPPT. To do so, first we have collected the

infom1ation about the sholi circuit cUITent, maximum power point current, open circuit

voltage, maximum power point voltage, thennal coefficient of the short circuit current

and the them1al coefficient of the open circuit voltage (table 4.1) from the data sheet.

Then we modeled the solar panel using a function of the fonn I =.r (/I). Some constants,
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solar irradiance and ambient temperature playa role in the function. The inputs of the

model are solar irradiance (G), ambient temperature (To) and voltage. By keeping solar

irradiance and ambient temperature steady and changing voltage 0 to open circuit voltage,

we get the 1- V characteristics of the solar panel. By connecting the model to a complex

circuit we get the electrical behaviour of the solar panel. The following figure shows

Simulink model ofa solar panel.

Figure 4.1.10: Solar panel model in Simulink

The subsystem model is included in appendix A (Figure A-5 to Figure A-6).

We have observed the effect of solar irradiance on output power of the module. The

following (Figure 14.1. I I) shows the effect of solar irradiance.
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G =IOOOW/nl; Ppv = 175 W

Time (sec)

G =600W/m2
; Ppv = 108 W

Time (sec)
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G =800W/nl; Ppv = 142 W

Time (sec)
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Time (sec)

G =50W/I1/; Ppv = 7 W

Time (sec)

Time (sec)

G =ow/l1l; Ppv = 0 W

Time (sec)

Figure 4.1.11: Power generation in a solar panel at different solar irradiallce.
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From the above figure it can be said that at zero irradiance the output power from the

solar panel is zero. In the range above zero to 500 Wlm1 the solar panel generates less

power, but above 500 WIIII the panel generates more power, and the rated power

obtained at G = 1000 Will? From the above effect it is clear that if solar irradiance is

low, the solar panel generates less power and it produces more power if there is high

irradiance.

4.1.7 DC-DC Converter

The heart of MPPT hardware is a switch-mode DC-DC converter. It is widely used in DC

power supplies and DC motor drives for the purpose of converting unregulated DC input

into a controlled DC output at a desired voltage level [17]. MPPT uses a DC-DC

converter for a different purpose: regulating the input voltage at the PY MPP and

providing load matching for the maximum power transfer. In our system a DC-DC boost

converter is used.

4.1.7.1 Boost Converter Analysis

A simple boost converter consists of an inductor, a switch, a diode, and a capacitor, as

shown in Figure 4.1.12 [55]. The boost converter circuit can be divided into two modes.

Mode I begins when the switch SW is turned on at I = TOil as shown in Figure 4.1.13. The

input CUITent which rises flows through inductor L and switch SW. During this mode,

energy is stored in the inductor. Mode 2 begins when the switch is turned off at I = T~tJ

The current that was flowing through the switch would now flow through inductor L,

diode D, capacitor C, and load R as shown in Figure 4.1.14. The inductor CUITent falls
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until the switch is turned on again in the next cycle. Energy stored in the inductor is then

transferred to the load. Therefore, the output voltage is greater than the input voltage and

is expressed as [56]:

(4.1.19)

where, VOIiI is the output voltage, D is duty cycle, and ViII is input voltage which in this

case will be the solar panel voltage.

Figure 4.1.12: Circuit diagram of boost converter

Figure 4.1.13: Mode I-Circuit diagram of boost converter during Ton

Figure 4.1.14: Mode 2-Circuit diagram of boost converter during Ton'
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In order to operate the converter in continuous conduction mode (CCM), the inductance is

calculated so that the inductor cun'ent h flows continuously and never falls to zero, as

shown in Figure 4.1.15. Thus, L is given by [56]:

L . = (1-O)20R
mm 2f

(4.1.20)

where Lmin is the minimum inductance, D is duty cycle, R is output resistance, andlis the

switching frequency of switch SW.

~IDY9I_L-.lo-~=------;----"iL---;"----==~

81~"j£---+----=~--i---~

Figure 4.1.15: Waveforms for boost convelier operating under CCM [56]

The output capacitance to give the desired output voltage ripple is given by [56]:

(4.1.21)

where Cmin is the minimum capacitance, k is duty cycle, R is output resistance, I is

switching frequency of switch SW, and V,. is output voltage ripple factor. V,. can be

expressed as [56]:

(4.1.22)
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4.2 Battery Bank

Batteries convert the stored chemical energy into electrical energy. Battery applications

are many; that is the reason that they are available in different sizes, voltage, amp-hour

ratings, liquid or gel, vented or non-vented, etc. [47]. The battery bank is supposed to be

designed so the batteries do not discharge more than 50% of their capacity on a regular

basis. Discharging up to 80% is acceptable on a restricted basis, such as an extended

utility outage. Completely discharging a battery can reduce its effective life or damage it

[47].

The charged period of the battery bank could differ depending upon the availability of

other charging sources, the nature of the load and other factors. If renewable energy

(wind, solar, etc.) powers the system, the charged period of the battery depends on the

resource variations among others. However, the batteries are not just used for storage;

they are also a buffer for all the charging energy which is brought into them [47].

There are mainly four types of battery [57]: Lead-Acid, Lithium-Ion, ickel-Cadmium

and ickel-Metal-Hydrid. A model of a Battery is shown in the figure 4.2.1 [57]:
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Figure 4.2.1 Model of a battery [57]

Based on its discharge characteristics, the parameters of the model can be modified to

represent a particular battery type.

Nominal Current Discharge Characteristic at 0.2C (100.6A)

700
Q)
OJ

~600

>
500

--Discharge",," f
[:=J Nominal area

r--------~ C]Exponentialarea
~

\
\

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Ampere·hour(Ah)

Figure 4.2.2 Discharge characteristics of Lead-Acid battery [57]
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The first section represents the exponential voltage drop when the battery is charged.

Depending on the battery type, this area is more or less a straight line. The second section

represents the charge that can be extracted from the battery until the voltage drops below

the battery nominal voltage. Finally, the third section represents the total discharge of the

battery, when the voltage drops rapidly.

When the battery current is negative, the battery will recharge following a charge

characteristic as shown in figure 4.2.3. The charge characteristics also depend upon

battery type.

Typical Charge Characteristics

~ Ma.mum UItU<_UU~UJ:iUUU

: r-i Ii.
Nominal --------i--------~---------~----- ... Lead-Acid

: : : --Li-Ion
20 40 60 80 100 120

State-of-Charge (%)

Figure 4.2.3: Charge characteristics of Li-Ion and lead acid battery [57]
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The discharge and charge model of the Lead Acid battery can be characterized by the

following two equations 4.2.1, 4.2.2 [57]:

Discharge model (i* > 0)

[1 (it,i*,i,Exp) = Eo - K"iS'i*- K"iS'it+ Cle:~(~;·O) (4.2.1)

Charge model (i* < 0)

[zeit, i*, i, Exp) = Eo - K· it+~.l'Q . i* - K."iS. it + c 1 (::~(~i'~) (4.2.2)

where,

ElJatt = Nonlinear voltage (V)

Eo= Constant voltage (V)

ExpM = Exponential zone dynamics (V)

Sel(s) = Represents the battery mode. Sel(s) = 0 during battery discharge, Sel(s) = I

during battery charging.

K = Polarization constant (Ah'l) or Polarization resistance (Ohms)

i* = Low frequency current dynamics (A)

i= Battery current (A)
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i/= Extracted capacity (Ah)

Q = Maximum battery capacity (Ah)

The details of the battery is given in the following table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Specification of battery

Parameters

Battery type
Weight dry
Wei~htwet

Plates percell
Cycles
Capacity at 100 hrrate
Capacity at 20 hrrate

4.3 Diesel Engine

Specifications

12 V, 6 cell Deep Cycle
100 k~

124 k~

11
3300
503AH
357AH

Diesel engines are a common part of our everyday lives and are widely used in

automobiles and other applications. Diesel prime-movers are attractive for applications

requiring fast responding backups at the time of peak load demands, or where local

demand for additional power necessitates augmentation of a power source. The dead time

of the diesel engine is a non-linear function of the operating conditions, and also of the

engine speed. This significantly degrades the performance of the prime mover under

disturbances, although celiain PID schemes presently in use give an acceptable

perfonnance [58].
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4.3.1 Speed Control of Diesel Engine

Speed control of power generation plants driven by diesel prime-movers is difficult

because of the presence ofa dead time and changes in parameters. A typical diesel engine

model describes the fuel consumption rate as a function of speed, and mechanical power

as the output of the engine. It is usually modeled by a simple first order relating the fuel

consumption (fuel rack position) to the engine's mechanical power [14]. The task of the

governor is to adjust the fuel flow and then regulate the input of the engine and the

generator so as to provide the required power to meet any change in the load. The

presence of dead-time between the actuator fuel injection and the production of

mechanical torque is a very important characteristic of the diesel engine. There are also

system parameter uncertainties which, together with the varying dead time, significantly

degrade the performance of the prime mover, especially in case ofa load. A diesel engine

is a nonlinear system together with a nonlinear, time-varying dead time between the

injection and production of the mechanical torque. It is commonly controlled with a PI

controller to prevent steady-state error in speed.

4.3.1.1 Modeling of Diesel Engines

There are many methods for modeling a diesel engine. Desired and actual speeds are the

two inputs to the engine block and the mechanical power is the output from the block

which will further be coupled to the synchronous generator. The engine characteristics are

based on two transfer functions as follows [57].

Controller transfer function,
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(4.3.1)

actuator transfer function,

(4.3.2)

where, K is the regulator gain, TI • T1 and T3 are the regulator time constants and T4. T5

and T6 are the actuator time constants.

4.3.2 Diesel Generators

Diesel generators, also known as Gensets, provide reliable power when properly

maintained. The initial cost of a complete diesel power system is also relatively low. They

can be easily transpolied and are low-tech which aids in their reliability and ensures ease

of operation. So far, they sound like the ideal solution for the given application, but

where they fall down is in the environmental and running costs. Standard diesel

generators are fitted with synchronous generators and consequently are controlled to run

at a constant speed to guarantee constant electrical frequency. Due to the poor efficiency

at low load, most engine manufacturers recommend their plants be operated at no lower

than 40% of rated capacity in order to prolong the diesel engine lifetime.

4.3.2.1 Modeling of Diesel Generator

Like the asynchronous machine, the synchronous machines operate in either generator or

motor mode depending on the sign of the mechanical power applied. For negative

mechanical power, this machine will run as a generator. The electrical part of the machine

is represented by a sixth-order state-space model. This generator model takes the

dynamics of the stator, field and damper winding into account. Moreover, all the rotor
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parameters and electrical quantities are viewed from the stator, and the equivalent circuit

of the model is expressed in rotor reference frame (d-q frame). The equivalent electrical

part of this machine in d-q reference frame is depicted in figure 4.3.1 [57].

d axis equivalent
circuit

Vq

Qaxis equivalent
oIra.it

Figure 4.3.1: Diesel generator equivalent circuit

The emf expressions results from the d-q frame equivalent circuits can be shown below.

(4.3.3)

(4.3.4)

(4.3.5)
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Vkd = R~di~d + fitqJ~d

Vkq1 = R~ql i~ql + fit qJ~ql

Vkq2 = R~qzikq2 + fit qJ~q2

(4.3.6)

(4.3.7)

(4.3.8)

where, V" and Vq are d and q axis voltages, Rs is the stator resistance, i" and iq are d and q

axis currents, ({J" and ({Jq ared and q axis fluxes, Wr is the rotor rotational speed, V}d, Rfd ,

ifd and qJfd are d-axis field winding voltage, resistance, current and flux respectively. In

the same way Vkd , R~d' i~d and qJ~d are d-axis damper winding voltage, resistance,

current and flux respectively. In q-axis there is no field quantity. Rather two damper

quantities exist. Therefore, Vkq , R~q, i~q and qJ~q are q-axis damper winding voltage,

resistance, CUITent and flux. Subscript I and 2 represent the first and second damper

windings.

All the flux components depending on the d-q axis inductances and cunoents are expressed

as follows.

qJd = Ldid + Lmd(ifd + i~d)

qJq = Lqiq + Lmqi~q

qJfd = L'rdifd + LmqUd + i~d)

qJ~d = L~di~d + Lmq(id + ifd )

qJ~ql = L~qli~ql + Lmqiq

qJ~q2 = L~q2i~q2 + Lmqiq

(4.3.9)

(4.3.10)

(4.3.11)

(4.3.12)

(4.3.13)

(4.3.14)

The synchronous machine block computes the mechanical characteristics described by the

following equations:
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.1w(t) = -!.H f;(Tm - Te)dt - Kd.1w(t)

wet) = .1w(t) + We

(4.3.15)

(4.3.16)

where .1w is the speed variation with respect to the speed of operation, H is the inertia

constant, Tm and Te are the mechanical and electromagnetic torque respectively, K" is the

damping factor, wet) is the mechanical speed of the rotor and we is the speed of

operation.

In order to model the synchronous generator in the Simulink environment and to measure

the active power from it, an excitation system, and a per unit fundamental synchronous

machine block are coupled together. The arrangement is revealed in figure 4.3.2. The

generator specifications are presented in table 4.3 and 4.4.

Figure 4.3.2: Simulink model of the Diesel Generator

The diesel engine and excitation system's parameters are specified in table 4.5 and table

4.6, and their SimPower subsystem model is depicted in figure 4.3.3. The subsystem

model of the diesel engine are presented in appendix A.
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Table 4.3 Diesel generator system parameters for 150 kW generator.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Rs 0.3516 pu Lkd 1.5523 pu

L1 0.07 pu Rkql 0.1134 pu

Lmd 2.67 pu Lkql 1.7684 pu

Lmq I. 45 pu 0.2531s

RI 0.01012 pu 0.01245 pu

Lrd 0.1276 pu

Rkd 0.5612 pu

Table 4.4 Diesel generator system parameters for 75 kW generator.



Table 4.5 Diesel Engine System Parameters

Engine Parameters

Regulator Gain, K

Regulator Time constants (TI, T2, T3)

Actuator Time Constants (T4, T5, T6)

Torque Limit

Engine Time Delay, Td

Values

30

0.01,0.02,0.2

0.25,0.009,0.384

0-1.1

2.4ms

Table 4.6 Diesel Excitation System Parameters

Engine Parameters

Low Pass filter Time constant

Regulator Gain

Regulator Time Constant

Exciter Gain

Damping Filter Gain

Damping Filter Time Constant

Regulator Output Limits

Values

121

10 ms

200

20ms

0.1

1.5s

0-6 pu



Figure 4.3.3: Engine and excitation system of Diesel generator.

4.4 Summary

The simulation models for the photovoltaic system, diesel generators and battery bank

have been presented in this chapter. Though the solar irradiance of St. John's area does

not SUppOit installing photovoltaic system, the objective of utilizing PY is to design the

system in a generalized way so that the model can be used some other place where

sufficient solar irradiance is available. The battery bank is used to store energy. The

objective of utilizing the diesel generator is to ensure a constant power supply to the

consumer in case of no wind speed or solar irradiance, and when the energy stored in the

battery bank is used up. The dynamic simulations of a combined system will be discussed

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Simulation and Results of the Hybrid Power System

Both AC coupled and DC coupled Hybrid power systems have been simulated and

analyzed with different input conditions using Matlab/Simulink. The Rosenbrock solver

[57] has been chosen for the simulation. The simulation is allowed to run for 20 seconds.

The simulation diagram for an AC coupled Hybrid system and a DC coupled hybrid

system are given in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.20. In the system, two 100 kW wind turbines

are used instead of four 50kW wind turbines as four 50 kW wind turbines add more

complexity to the model, and take a long time for simulation. All the cases studied have

been discussed in the following subsection.

5.1 Simulation for AC coupled Hybrid Power System

The complete block diagram of an AC coupled hybrid power system is presented in figure

5.1, and the corresponding simulation model of an AC coupled system is shown in figure

5.2. Details of various blocks can be found in Appendix A (Figure A-I to Figure A-I 0).

This simulation was tested for a number of conditions as described below.
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Figure 5.1: Overall block diagram of the AC coupled Hybrid System
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Figure 5.2: Simulink Model for the AC coupled Hybrid System

5.1.1 Case Study 1: Simulation of AC system with fixed wind speed and variable

load

The community load has been changed after a certain period and the behaviours of all

generating units have been observed. In this case, the wind speed and solar radiation have

been kept to their rated values. Simulation results have been recorded for 10 seconds. At

the 3rd second the load has been changed from 350 kW to 400kW and at the 61h second it

has returned to the initial value of 350 kW. As the rated wind speed is set for this case,

both 100 kW wind turbines generate maximum power. The wind turbines also ensure

constant power generation ignoring small spikes regardless of the load fluctuations. The
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diesel generators respond to the main load variations as expected. At the 3rd second both

generators increased power generation as the load is increased and at the 6th second the

generators decreased the power generation as the load is reduced by 50 kW. The

photovoltaic system generated the rated power and there was no change due to load

variation, which is expected. Figure 5.3 reveals the simulation results and system

transience. Results show that the system is stable, and transience lasts for less than a

second.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation result fixed wind speed variable load
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Figure 5.4: Effect of change of load on voltage
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Figure 5.5: Effect of change of load on frequency.

The above two figures (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5) show the effect of change of load on

system voltage and frequency. There is some initial transient in frequency and voltage but
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but they go to stable position within one second. After 3 seconds, when the load changed

from 350kW to 400kW, both the voltage and frequency dropped by a small amount; then

it returned to the previous value within a second. Frequency dropped from 60 Hz to 59.5

Hz and then went to 60 Hz again. At the 6th second, when the load dropped from 400kW

to 350kW, then there was a rising spike on the frequency curve but it only took a fraction

of second to return to the previous constant value. There was no significant change in

voltage when load dropped.

5.1.2 Case Study II: Simulation of AC system with Fixed Load Variable Wind

Speed

In this case the wind speed is allowed to vary but the main load remains constant. The

main load has been kept at 300kw and the wind speed varies by 15m/s to IOm/s and back

to 14 m/sec. Although that much sudden variation of wind speed is not realistic within a

few seconds we simulate this wind speed variation in the system just to see what the

power would be if such an exception happens. At the 3'd second the wind speed slumps

from 15 m/s to 10 m/s and then at the 6th second is elevated to 14 m/s. Figure 5.6 shows

the corresponding simulation results. The load power is almost constant and both types of

wind turbines respond according to the wind speed change. As the wind generation drop

during the 3'd second to the 6th second, the additional load is met up by the two diesel

generators as shown in the results. After 6 second when wind speed rises the wind power

increased and diesel generation returns to the previous value as the load is not increasing.

Solar power remains unchanged as there is no variation in solar radiation. The effect of a

two step change in wind speed on voltage and frequency are shown in Figure 5.7 and
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Figure 5.8. Both voltage and frequency go down in small amounts when wind speed falls

from 15 mls to 10m/s. but they return to their steady state value within a minute. Again,

when wind speed rises 10 mls to 14 mIs, there is a spike on the frequency curve and it

returns to steady state value in a fraction of a second. The same thing happens in the

voltage curve.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results for 300kW load and two step changes in the wind speed
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Figure 5.7: Effect of two step changes in the wind speed on voltage
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Figure 5.8: Effect of two step changes in the wind speed on frequency

Another scenario has been introduced with a 200 kW constant load and a wind speed

elevation from 7msl to 9 m/s. The wind speed increment occurred in the 3rd second.

Simulation results are shown in Figure 5.9 where the diesel engines provide the necessary

power when wind generation is nearly zero.
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Figure 5.9: Simulation Results for 200kW load and wind speed elevation from 7 to 9m/s
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Figure 5.10: Voltage curve for 200kW load and wind speed elevation from 7 to 9111/s
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Figure 5.11: Frequency curve for 200kW load and wind speed elevation from 7 to 9m/s

The above figure 5.8 reveals that the wind generation distended significantly with the rise

of wind speed. For a 7 m/s wind speed, although the wind turbine I power looks to be

zero, it is actually around 5 kW. After 3 seconds it leaps to around 60 kW. Then the

diesel generator decreases power generation. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 represent the

voltage and frequency curve in this condition respectively. There is little change on the

voltage and frequency curve when wind speed goes from 7m/s to 9 m/s but it returns to

the steady state condition soon.

In order to observe the function of the system, different transient circumstances

have been considered. In this instance the wind speed is allowed to vary from 14m/s to

15m/s and the community load is steady at 350kW. Figure 5.12 shows the component

behaviours of the system.
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Figure 5.13: Voltage curve for fixed load and wind speed 14ms to 15 m/s variation.
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Figure 5.14: Frequency curve for fixed load and wind speed 14ms to 15 mls variation.

Figure 5.12 shows that the load is fixed at 350 kW and the wind turbine responds

appropriately to the change in the wind speed at the 4th second. It is important to realize

that the high wind speed at low power keeeps the diesel generator power significantly

low. The effect of wind speed change on system voltage and frequency are shown in

Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 respectively.

5.1.3 Case Study III: Simulation of AC system with diesel generators and

Photovoltaic system in operation

The condition might occur when there is no wind and all the stored battery charge is used

up. As the contribution of the photovoltaic system is very small, in this case the diesel

generators are only the means to produce energy. Figure 5.15 illustrates the transience of

diesel power with a 200kW load. As the load is not changing, the diesel generators give a
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constant power supply throughout the period. The voltage and frequency in Figure 5.16

and Figure 5.17 goes to a teady state value in the first second and stays in that value as

the load and wind speed are not changing.
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Figure 5.15: Simulation results for 200kW load with zero wind speed
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Figure 5.16: Voltage at 200kW load with zero wind speed
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Figure 5.17: Frequency at 200kW load with zero wind speed

Another situation has been considered when there is no wind speed. We keep the wind

speed zero but the load varies. From Figure 5.18 it can be observed that the load is

initially 175 kW. At the 3'd second it goes up to 225kW and drops to 175 kW again at the

61h second. The diesel generators precisely follow the load. Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20

show the effect on voltage and frequency. The photovoltaic system has no significant

effect in that case as the solar irradiance is constant.
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Figure 5.18: Simulation results for Variable load with Zero wind speed
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Figure 5.19: Voltage at Variable load with Zero wind speed
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Figure 5.20: Frequency at Variable load with Zero wind speed

5.2 DC coupled system simulation and its results

After modeling the AC coupled hybrid system I have also modeled the DC coupled

Hybrid system with a DC bus voltage of 648 volts. In the case of modeling of a wind

turbine of a DC coupled system, I used a Permanent magnet DC generator instead of a

synchronous generator. as the output of PMG is DC. The subsystem of wind turbine, PV.

and diesel generators will be given in appendix A. The power of subsystems and load is

calculated by multiplying the bus voltage by the current of the corresponding branch. In

Figure 5.21 the overall block diagram is presented and the corresponding Simulink model

of the DC coupled hybrid system is shown in Figure 5.22. Details of various blocks will

be found in appendix A. As the main aim of the thesis work is the modeling and

comparison of dynamics of the AC and DC coupled hybrid system, we consider the same

case study for a DC coupled hybrid system that we have considered for an AC coupled

hybrid system. All the cases studied have been discussed in the following subsection.
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Figure 5.21: Complete block diagram of DC coupled hybrid system
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Figure 5.22: Simulink model for DC coupled hybrid system.

5.2.1 Case Study I: Simulation of DC system with a fixed wind speed and variable

load

Like case study I of an AC coupled system, the community load has been changed after a

certain period and the behaviours of all generating units have been observed. In that case

the wind speed has been kept to its rated value and solar radiation has been changed after

4 seconds. Simulation results have been recorded for 10 seconds. At the 3rd second the
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load was changed from 550 kW to 600kW and at the 61h second it returned to the initial

value 550 kW. As rated wind speed is set for the simulation, both 100 kW wind turbines

generate the maximum power. The wind turbines also ensure constant power generation,

ignoring small spikes regardless of the load fluctuations. The diesel generators respond to

the main load variations as expected. At the 3rd second both generators increased

generation as the load is increased, and at the 61h second they decrease the generation as

the load is reduced by SO kW. The photovoltaic system generated power rose after 4

seconds as we changed solar ilTadiance from 950 W/m 1 to 1000 W/m 1
. Figure 5.23 reveals

the simulation results and system transience. Results show that system is stable and

transience lasts for less than second.
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Figure 5.23: Simulation result for fixed wind speed variable load
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5.2.2 Case Study II: Simulation of DC system with Fixed Load Variable Wind

Speed
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Figure 5.24: Simulation results of DC system for 300kW load and two step changes in

the wind speed

In that case the main load remains constant but the wind speed is allowed to vary, just like

in the AC system. The main load has been kept to 300kw and the wind speed is varied by

15m/s to IOm/s and back to 14 m/sec. At the 3rd second the wind speed slumps from 15

m/s to 10 m/s and then at the 61h second elevated to 14 m/s. Figure 5.24 shows the
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corresponding simulation results and it is found that the result is almost the same as the

result of the AC system at this condition except for the solar power. Solar power has less

transience than an AC coupled system. The load power is almost constant and both types

of wind turbines respond according to the wind speed change. As the wind generation

drops during the 3rd second to the 6th second, the additional load is met by the two diesel

generators, as shown in the results. After 6 seconds when wind speed rises, the wind

power increases and diesel generation returns to the previous value, as the load is not

increasing. Solar power is constant and remains unchanged as there is no variation in the

solar radiation.
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Figure 5.25: Simulation Results of DC coupled system for 200kW load and wind speed

rise from 7 to 9m/s
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The next scenario has been introduced with a 200 kW constant load and a wind speed rise

from 7msl to 9 m/s. The wind speed increment occurred in the 3rd second. Simulation

results are shown in figure 5.25 where the diesel engines provide the necessary power

when wind generation is nearly zero. The transience in PY system is less than in the AC

system in this scenario.

Another transient circumstance is to allow the wind speed to vary from 14 mls to 15 mls

(Figure 5.26). From the data, it is clear that the result is nearly the same as the results of

the AC based hybrid system (Figure 5.11), but the initial transience of the DC based

system is a little bit less than for the AC based system. The PY system shows better

performance.
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5.2.3 Case Study III: Simulation of DC system with diesel generators and

Photovoltaic system in operation

This condition appears when there is no wind and only the diesel generators and the PV

system produce energy. Figure 5.27 shows the transient results of the total system. As

there is no wind and the load is fixed, there is no transient in the whole period except for a

small amount of initial transience.
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Figure 5.27: Simulation results of DC based system for 200kW load with zero wind

speed
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Finally I have considered another situation when there is no wind speed. We kept the

wind speed at zero, but the load varies. From Figure 5.28 it can be observed that the load

is initially 175 kW. At the 3'd second it goes up to 225kW and drops to 175 kW again at

the 61h second. The diesel generators precisely follow the load, as in the AC coupled

system.
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Figure 5.28: Simulation results of DC based system for Variable load with Zero wind

speed
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5.3 Summary

The AC based Wind-PY-Diesel-Battery hybrid power system and the DC based Wind

PY-Diesel-Battery hybrid power system have been simulated with three different stages.

The simulations have been carried out for 10 seconds because of the size of model. The

model is so complex that it is just about impossible to run for a longer period. Although it

was not possible to carry out the simulations for a long time, it can easily be verified that

the systems will work stable for hours of operation. From the simulation results shown in

Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.20 and from Figure 5.23 to Figure 5.28 it can be said that the

system goes to stability within one second and remains unchanged until the variable

changes. If the variables (load, wind speed, solar irradiance) are changed, the system

responds quickly and goes to a corresponding stable position. I have considered the

same case studies for both systems to observe the power quality and transience. From the

results of the transient analysis of both systems it can be said that they have almost the

same characteristics. The only exception is that the PY system of the DC based system

shows a better performance than the AC based system. The summary of all three case

studies is shown in table 5.1
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Table 5.1 Summary of Three Case Studies.

Case Study AC Based HPS

Load 350/400/350 kW
Wind Speed 15 m/s
No change in WT
power

~ DOs respond with
main load variation

~ Frequency goes down
from 60 Hz to 59.6 Hz
when load increases
350 kW to 400 kW,
then returns to 60 Hz
within a second.

CS I: Simulation ~ Frequency rises from
60 Hz to 60.1 Hz when

With Fixed Wind load changes from
400kW to 350 kW and

Speed Variable returns to 60 Hz
immediately.

Load ~ Voltage goes down a
very little amount
when load goes up for
a fraction ofa second.

~ There is a small
amount of voltage rise
when load drops but it
goes to a constant
value immediately.

Load300kW
Wind Speed 15110/14
m/s

~ WTs respond to wind
speed change

).> When wind generation
drops, DOs met
additional load
At 3rd second f, goes
down from 60 Hz to
58.9 Hz when wind
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DC Based HPS

Load 550/600/550 kW
Wind Speed 15m/s
No change in WT
power

~ DOs respond with main
load variation

~ Power quality of PV is
betterthanAC

~ There is no frequency
variation

).- There is no voltage
variation

Load300kW
Wind Speed 15110114
m/s

~ WTs respond to wind
speed change

~ When wind generation
drop, DOs met
additional load

~ PV system shows better
power quality.

).- There is no voltage and



CS2: Simulation

With Fixed Load

Variable Wind

Speed

speed drops but
immediately returns to
previous value
f, rises from 60 Hz to
6004 Hz at6 seconds
but returns to steady
state within a fraction
of second

» Voltage has
corresponding
response like
frequency.

» Load 200kW
» Wind Speed 7/9 m/s
» WTs respond to wind

speed change
» When wind generation

rises, diesel generation
drops automatically.

» f, rises from 60 Hz to
6004 Hz when WS rises
7m/s to 9 m/s and
returns to steady state
within a second.

» Thereisalsoasmall
variation on Voltage

Load 350kW
Wind Speed 14/15 m/s
WTs respond to wind
speed change

» When wind generation
rises, diesel generation
drops automatically.

» f, rises from 60 Hz to
60.2 Hz with the rise
ofWS and returns to
steady state within a
second.

» No significant effect
on voltage
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Frequency variation.

» Load 200kW
» WindSpeed7/9m/s
» WTs respond to wind

speed change
» When wind generation

rises, Diesel generation
drops automatically.

» PV system shows better
power quality.

» There is no voltage and
Frequency variation.

Load 350kW
Wind Speed 14/15 m/s
WTs respond to wind
speed change

» When wind generation
rises, diesel generation
drops automatically.

» PV system shows better
power quality.

» There is no voltage and
Frequency variation.



CS3: Simulation

With Diesel

Generator and

Photovoltaic

System

Load200kW
Zero Wind Speed
Load is met by DGS
and PV.

~ There is no effect on
voltage and frequency

Load 175/225/1 75kW
Zero Wind Speed

Diesel generation
follows the load
f, goes down from 60
Hzto59.7 Hz when
load increases but
immediately returns to
previous value

~ f, rises from 60 Hz to
60.2 Hz when load
drops and returns to
steady state within a
second.

~ No significant effect
on voltage.
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Load200kW
Zero Wind Speed
Load is met by DGS
and PV.

~ PV system shows better
power quality.

~ There is no voltage and
Frequency variation.

Load l75/225/175kW
Zero Wind Speed
Diesel generation
follows the load

~ PV system shows better
power-quality.

~ There is no voltage and
Frequency variation.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Summary of Research

The main objective of this research is to design a cost effective power system for a small

remote community near Sl. John's. Approximately 0.2 million people are living in 300

isolated communities around the Yukon, Nunavut and the Costal islands 1591. Electric

distribution grids have not reached those people because of difficulty in establishing and

maintaining transmission and distribution lines. These detached communities are powered

by diesel generators. However, because of the higher fuel transport cost and emission of

tons of harmful gas, the diesel power system became less popular. As most remote

communities are blessed by wind resource a wind-diesel hybrid system may be an option

for power supply.

In this research I have decided to design a power system for a remote community

with wind turbine, photovoltaic, diesel generator and batteries. I designed two systems.

First I designed an AC-based Wind-diesel-PY-Battery system; then we designed a DC

based Wind-diesel-PY-Battery system using the same components, and finally we made a

comparison to determine which one is perfect for the community.

For designing these two systems I used the FDI3-50/12 wind turbine, SGl7524

(175W) PY module, one 150kW and one 75 kW diesel generator, a Surrette 12-Cs-II-Ps

12 volts battery and a Solectria PY160KW-480Y inverter. The earlier chapters explicate

the steady state models of individual constituents of this system. Finally they are coupled
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together and simulated to examine their characteristics and dynamic behaviour. In the

next section we will briefly adduce the contribution of this thesis.

A brief introduction of AC and DC coupled hybrid power systems has been presented.

Some papers related to cost analysis, operation and perfOnllanCe of hybrid systems,

performance of a photovoltaic system, the penllanent magnet synchronous generator

based wind turbines and squirrel case induction generator based wind turbines have been

highlighted.

For sizing, economic and electrical aspects analysis of the AC and DC based

hybrid power system, HOMER software has been used. Then a comparison has been

made between these two systems. From the comparison it can be said that a DC based

system is better than the AC based on cost, number of components required, amount of

diesel used and corresponding greenhouse gas emission when 70 % of the load

considered is DC and 30% of it is an AC load.

The details of wind energy conversion systems have been elucidated. The

generators have been described by d-q reference frame. The Matlab/Simulink models of

wind energy conversion systems have been simulated with different wind speeds to

compute the energy production by them, and power curves have been validated by

comparing them with those provided by the manufacturers.

The photovoltaic system, diesel generators and battery banks have been modeled and

simulated in order to determine their characteristics. To compute the energy production of

the PY system, a PY system has been simulated with different solar irradiance.
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Finally the transient behaviour of the AC based system and the DC based system

has been determined for different conditions. First the wind speed is kept constant and the

load is varied. Then, keeping the load fixed, wind speed is allowed to vary. A step change

and a two step change of wind speed is considered in that case. Another scenario has been

considered with no wind and with only the diesel generators and PY operating. 80th

systems show almost the same dynamic behaviour for the above mentioned conditions,

except for the PY system. The PY shows better perfonnance in a DC based system than

in the AC based System

The three case studies of both systems are summarized in table 5.1 in chapter 5.

The voltage and frequency variation have also been presented in that table. From the table

it is clear that there is some variation in voltage and frequency in the AC coupled system

with the variation ofload and wind speed, but no such type of variation in the DC coupled

system.

In conclusion, it can be said that the DC based hybrid power system would be a

better power generation option for a remote community. The contribution of this research

can be summarized by the following points.

I. Wind data, solar data and load data of St.John"s ewfoundland have been

collected and studied.

2. Economical and feasible components of the hybrid power system have been

selected so that minimized system cost can be achieved.

3. AC coupled and DC coupled hybrid systems have been designed using HOMER.
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4. Comparison has been made between these two systems based on components

required, system cost, the fraction of renewable resources in use, the diesel used

and corresponding emissions.

5. Modeling of individual components has been done using Matlab /Simulink.

6. Individual models have been combined to fonn the complete system.

7. Three different case studies have been considered for transient analysis.

8. A comparison table has been made including the results from the case studies

and voltage and frequency variation.

9. Finally it can be said that for remote hybrid power systems the DC bus system

would be a better power system option.

6.2 Future Work

The short 10 second simulation time is too small to comprehend all the transient

characteristics of the constituents of this power system. Because of the limitation of

available computers and software, we were not able to simulate for more than las. Some

other competitive software might be put to use for a longer duration of simulation to

obtain better results.

Although this research employs some extent of control during the modeling of wind

energy conversion systems, it does not aim at precise control of the whole power system.

The energy generation from some components was computed without controlling. For

better results it is possible to control them individually and set the threshold. Therefore

addition of system controllers is highly recommended for simulation.
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Although the effect of solar irradiation on energy production in PY has been observed in

chapter 4, it kept constant while simulating the combined system as discussed in chapter

5. The reason is that the contribution of PY is relatively very small for the selected

location. It is possible to include the effect of solar irradiance by selecting a location with

a higher solar radiation capability.

The performance of the battery bank has not been included in this work. It was of no use

to study that for 10 seconds. It could be studied thoroughly in future if longer duration

dynamic simulations are done.

The work done in this research is not for an existing system. The results would be more

accurate ifit were possible to build practical systems according to design. There would be

more of a challenge in building a completely AC based system and DC based system, and

comparing their perfon11ance. Also the power distribution of a DC based system would be

an interesting aspect of further work.
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Appendix A

MATLAB/SIMULINK Subsystem Blocks

The Appendix comprise of a number of Simulink and Simpower subsystem blocks which

are the illustration of corresponding blocks in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Most

of the input and output parameters are denoted by the similar symbols as expressed in

those chapters. It is important to note that, some of the inputs are linked with the

preceding blocks and rests are constant values or coefficients. In order to provide a better

idea about the subsystem blocks, the corresponding units are also given in the diagrams.
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Figure A-I Subsystem of the Wind Turbine.
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Figure A-2 Subsystem Model ofa PMG based WECS for the AC System
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Figure A-3 Subsystem model of an induction generator based WECS for the AC system.
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Figure A-4 The subsystem model of a PMG based WECS for the DC System.
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Figure A-5 The subsystem model of the Solar cell.
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Figure A-6 The subsystem model of the PY system.
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Figure A-7 The Simulink Model of the Excitation System.
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Figure A-8 The Simulink Model of the Governor and Diesel Engine.
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Figure A-9 Diesel generator Subsystem model for the DC system.
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Figure A-I 0 Battery Subsystem Model.
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